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This fall marks the mid-way point in my
two year term as President and I must
say that this first year has really flown by
quickly. In reflecting upon this past year,
I realize that it is likely due to how much
work has been accomplished by our committees and volunteers, on behalf of our
members.
I heard this echoed by other CCI chapters
during the recent CCI-National semiannual Leaders Forum. As Chapters from
across the country made their reports,
we heard about their many successes and
accomplishments. A comment somehow
arose that it is too bad that CCI does not
do a better job in publically celebrating
our successes – “tooting our own horn”, as
it might be said. To that end, I would like
to focus on some of the many accomplishments our Chapter has achieved this year.
On the legislative front, we saw the release of Bill 106 and held two exceptionally well attended seminars to update
members on what this proposed new legislation will mean for them. As the Bill
subsequently passed second reading and
headed to Standing Committee review,
CCI-T provided the Standing Committee with recommendations for further
improvement. Our Joint CCI-T/ACMO
Legislative Committee has combined all
feedback from members and has now released a Legislative Brief - Issue Paper
which can be viewed on our website at
www.ccitoronto.org
We have also been working on another
paper which is entitled “Constructing
Confidence through Consensus – Improving Condominium Buyer Protection. This
paper is the culmination of a year-long

effort by our CCI Toronto Tarion Advisory Committee to develop a list of findings and recommendations to submit to
Tarion with respect to consumer oriented
improvements to the Tarion process.
Season Two of our educational videos
was launched this fall and is now available for viewing on YouTube or at www.
yourcondoconnection.tv. These short videos provide excellent learning opportunities for owners and board members alike.
Consider viewing them at your next board
meeting or at your AGM!
I am thrilled to say that our CondoSTRENGTH program was formally
launched on November 13th. This program, ‘for directors, by directors’ focuses
on providing resources, networking and
recognition for condos and their board
members. For more information or to get
involved visit www.condostrength.ca.
All of this, and I have not even yet mentioned our hugely successful 19th Annual
Condominium Conference which took
place on November 13th and 14th, 2015.
For details and photos of that event, see
pages 52 and 53.
We have definitely been busy! I am so honoured to be a part of such a dedicated, hardworking and active organization and I am
excited and energized to begin the second
half of my term as President. Stay tuned!!

Mario Deo BA. LL.B.
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Do You Want to Build a Snowman?
As we prepare for what could well be another cold and harsh Canadian winter, it
is natural for people to find themselves
spending more time indoors. In a condominium setting, this does not mean putting ourselves into isolation as there are
often many sharing a roof.
Yet, with condominiums in the GTA housing hundreds – if not thousands – of people, a common challenge for many communities surrounds getting those people
together. Many Boards try to do so in a
less formal manner during the holiday
season. These gatherings present a good
way to get to know others also invested in
the community and share views in a less
intense setting than that of an Annual
General Meeting. Without the stress of
conducting “official business” and having
to announce your unit number before being permitted to participate, communities
can be strengthened.
However, a concept that many active
members of condominium communities
struggle with is the right of others not to
participate. Some are simply more comfortable not knowing their neighbours.
Others may be hesitant because they worry about heading down a path that could
lead to knocks on their door or getting
stuck in long conversations as they go
about living their lives. Putting someone
in a position that they are uncomfortable
with is no way to build camaraderie. So,
what should we do?
Sometimes, participation is essential.
Consider a condominium community
struggling to achieve quorum at their Annual General Meeting. Failing to do so not
only risks wasting money but taking away

the voice of owners. An inactive resident
owner may not want to encounter a desperate proxy request, yet they may also
not realize what is at stake.
I suggest a strategy that promotes understanding and which shows it in the
manner that the message is delivered.
Consider the federal politicians who lost
more votes than they gained campaigning door-to-door during Toronto Blue
Jays post-season games this past October. A successful message is delivered
not at the time, in the manner or as the
priority that suits you, but rather in a way
that is most comfortable, convenient and
appealing for the recipient. This is a philosophy embraced by CCI Toronto in delivering our content through a variety of
platforms and in a multitude of ways – so
you can receive it how, when and where
is best for you.
When it comes to your condo, being respectful of your neighbours can not only
help achieve short term goals but invest
in the long term building of community. This can lead to people attending
events not because they feel they have
to but because they want to. Free food
can help, too!

Marc Bhalla, BA, Q.Med,
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CRA Issues
By Rainer Vietze,
CPA, CA, MTax

HST and
Condominium
Corporations
Asking the right
questions can mean the
difference between
success or making a
costly mistake

HST and condominium corporations
One subject prone to misunderstanding
is that of the Harmonized Sales Tax (the
HST) and its applicability to condominium
corporations. It is very unlikely that a director would ask whether a condominium
corporation needs to charge HST if they’ve
never encountered a situation where HST
was being charged. As this article will
show, it’s a question that should be asked
constantly.

To understand the necessity and importance of this question, we need to refer to
the legislation under which the tax is collected to determine how it applies to condominium corporations. The applicable
legislation for the HST is the federal Excise
Tax Act (the Act), and in particular, Part IX
and Schedules V – X of the Act. As a word
of caution, this article summarizes various
provisions of the HST as they generally apply to condominium corporations and the
article should not be used as a replacement
for obtaining professional advice based on a
specific set of facts and circumstances.
HST includes condominium
corporations
The part of the Act that deals with the federal component of the HST, the Goods and
Services Tax, was originally enacted in
1990. Ontario eliminated its former Retail
Sales Tax and opted into the federally-ad-

ministered HST as a participating province
effective July 1, 2010. While the legislation
is complex at times, it does make extensive
use of defined terms, most of which can be
found in section 123 of the Act, and some
of which will prove helpful going forward.
One of the more important of these terms is
that of a “person”, which not only includes an
individual, but also includes “… a partnership, a corporation …”. Condominium corporations are therefore considered a person
under the Act. In addition, condominium
corporations would also be characterized as
being a “non-profit organization” and a “public service body” (PSB) as defined in the Act.
Taxable and exempt supplies
Next, we move on to establishing what gets
taxed and at which rate. In this regard, the
Act has been set up to essentially tax anything that is supplied while carrying on a
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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Asking questions is second nature for most
condo board directors. The right questions
can often mean the difference between
achieving budgetary and operational success or making a costly mistake. But what
if a director doesn’t know to ask a question?
This might be the case where a director has
no prior experience with a particular issue
or has based any understanding on a set of
incorrect assumptions.

commercial activity. For greater certainty,
“commercial activity” is also defined in the
Act as being “ … a business carried on by
the person (other than a business carried
on without a reasonable expectation of a
profit by an individual, a personal trust or
a partnership, all of the members of which
are individuals), except to the extent to
which the business involves the making of
exempt supplies by the person …”. While
we may not believe a condominium corporation carries on a business or engages
in a commercial activity in a traditional
sense, under the Act, each of their revenues represents a taxable supply or an
exempt supply.
In keeping with the overall nature of the
HST, there are very few items to which the
tax does not apply. These exceptions are
collectively known as exempt supplies. Fortunately, a condominium’s largest source
of revenue - the annual maintenance fees
charged to each owner of a residential unit
- are covered by an exception. Section 13 of
Schedule V of Part I of the federal Excise
Tax Act specifically exempts “A supply of
property or a service, made by a corporation or a syndicate established upon the
registration, under the laws of a province,
of a condominium or strata lot plan or description or similar plan or description, to
the owner or lessee of a residential condominium unit described by that plan or description, if the property or service relates
to the occupancy or use of the unit.”

There are, however, no exemptions when
it comes to the majority of other supplies
made by a condominium corporation. Such
supplies might include, among others, annual maintenance fees charged to commercial unit owners in a mixed-used residential
condominium, user fees for lockers, recreational facilities or other common elements
and amounts received from third parties for
the use of common elements. Some of the
more common uses include cell phone towers and set locations for movie productions.
Small supplier rules
Upon hearing that most of the activities
carried on by the condominium, aside
from the annual maintenance fees charged
to residential unit owners, would be a taxable supply, the first thought may be the
question why condominiums haven’t been
charging HST on those items. Eventually, the line of thought leads to an obvious conclusion: Either there is a legitimate
reason why HST was not charged or a lot
of condominium corporations are about to
be reassessed.
There is, of course, a legitimate reason and
there are no mass reassessments on the
horizon. The small supplier rules found in
the Act provide that any consideration for
a supply made while the person making
the supply is a small supplier (who has not
voluntarily registered for the HST) is not
subject to the HST. When a condominium
corporation doesn’t charge HST on a tax-

360
360 Community Management Ltd.

Your Home. Your Community.
We Manage. We Listen.
Our condominium property managers embrace the concept and
culture that 360 Community Management represents. We provide
our condominium owners with a voice and a solution.

Chris Antipas, R.C.M., ACCI, President and CEO
360 Community Management Ltd.
80 Fulton Way, Unit 203, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4B 1J5
Tel: 905.604.3602 Fax: 905.604.3609
Toll Free: 1.855.604.3602
www.360communitymanagement.ca
Proud Member of:
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able supply, it’s based on an implicit assumption, whether made knowingly or not, that
the corporation is a small supplier. A look at
the rules is the only way to prove or disprove
this assumption.
The version of the rule discussed here is used
for PSBs, which would usually include condominium corporations. The only difference
between this version and the one intended
for private enterprises is in the threshold
amount: for PSBs the threshold is $50,000
and for all others the threshold is $30,000.
The rules provide that a PSB is a small
supplier for purposes of the HST where its
total revenue from taxable supplies is not
in excess of $50,000 in a calendar quarter
and over the last four consecutive calendar
quarters. Total revenues from taxable supplies consists of the worldwide revenues
from supplies of property and services subject to the HST, including zero-rated supplies. By definition, taxable supplies will not
include exempt supplies.
For greater certainty, there are two rules,
both of which require tracking the amount
of taxable supplies during specified periods. Under the first, or base rule, the
amount of taxable supplies made over the
four previous calendar quarters must be
determined at the start of each new calendar quarter. As long as the amount of taxable supplies in that period did not exceed
$50,000, a person continues to qualify as

of taxable supplies for all condominium corporations will eventually exceed $50,000.
Nonetheless, the immediate concern is for
those corporations that already earn a significant amount of revenue from taxable
supplies given that even a small change may
force them to register for HST. They would
be wise to keep tabs on the amounts earned
on taxable supplies to ensure they remain
compliant with the HST legislation.

a small supplier for the current calendar
quarter and the first month of the next calendar quarter. Under the second, or exception to the base rule, if the amount of taxable supplies made in the current quarter
exceed $50,000, the person immediately
ceases to be a small supplier.

3. Special assessments will become more
commonplace in relation to older buildings facing costly repairs and inadequate
reserve funds. Both the annual maintenance fees and any special assessments
levied on commercial units in a residential
building are treated as taxable supplies.

Where a person no longer qualifies as a
small supplier, they are required to register
for the HST within 30 days after ceasing to
qualify and they must start charging the
tax on their taxable supplies. The examples
further on walk through these rules.

It would seem inevitable in the face of a nonmoving threshold amount that the amount

What has changed?
Historically, the revenues from taxable
supplies made by condominium corporations have not exceeded the $50,000
threshold thereby allowing them to use
the small supplier rules to excuse them
from registering for the HST. Going forward, it will be increasingly difficult for
condominium corporations to be characterized as a small supplier due to the following three reasons:

Example one: ABC Condominium Corporation has 115 residential units and 12 commercial units which cover 96.25% and 3.75%, respectively, of the annual maintenance fee as per
the Declaration. The review of their financial information for the year ended December
31, 2014 shows that in addition to the usual annual maintenance fees, the corporation also
made a special assessment on December 15, 2014 as summarized below.

1. There has been no change in the
$50,000 threshold amount since 1997,
nor has there been any discussion on at
least increasing it annually for inflation.
2. The amount billed for taxable supplies
is generally expected to keep pace with
inflation so that if the taxable supplies
themselves remain the same, their value
will nonetheless increase over time.

Examples
The following examples highlight scenarios that might trigger mandatory registration.

			
		
Ownership
# of units percentage

Jan - Dec 2014
Maintenance
fees

15-Dec-14
Special
assessment

Total

Residential units
115
96.25%
1,111,795.30
192,500.00
1,304,295.30
Commercial units 12
3.75%
43,316.70
7,500.00
50,816.70
					
127
100.00%
1,155,112.00 200,000.00
1,355,112.00
					
					

As discussed above, the annual maintenance fees and special assessments paid by
commercial unit owners are taxable supplies since the exemption only applies when
the amounts are paid in respect of a residential unit. Would the special assessment
result in the loss of small supplier status?

CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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The base rule looks at the four previous calendar quarters. Any impact associated with the
special assessment would first be an issue for the calendar quarter that commences on January 1, 2015. Taxable supplies in the four previous calendar quarters would equal $50,816.70.
Since this exceeds the $50,000 threshold, the condominium corporation would have 30 days
to register for HST purposes.
The exception to the base rule looks at the current calendar quarter. For the quarter
ended December 31, 2014, taxable sales inclusive of the special assessment and three
months of commercial unit maintenance fees total $18,329.18. As this amount does
not exceed $50,000, the condominium corporation continues to be a small supplier
for the calendar quarter in which the special assessment was charged.
Example two: The facts are similar to those in example one other than the special assessment was made on June 19, 2014 and totaled $1,051,000. The financial information
provided below includes the annual maintenance fees for the six months ended June 30,
2014 and the special assessment amount. For purposes of the example, assume that the
four previous calendar quarters show taxable supplies below $50,000. When would the
condo corporation no longer qualify as a small supplier?
			
		
Ownership
# of units percentage

Jan - Jun 2014
Maintenance
fees

19-Jun-14
Special
assessment

YTD Total

Residential units
115
96.25%
555,897.65
1,011,587.50
1,567,485.15
Commercial units 12
3.75%
21,658.35
39,412.50
61,070.85
					
127
100.00%
577,556.00
1,051,000.00 1,355,112.00
Summa-HalfPgH-2015_V2 PRESS.pdf
1
2015-10-19
13:11
					
					

The amount of taxable supplies made in the
current calendar quarter inclusive of the
special assessment includes annual maintenance fees paid by the commercial unit
owners of $10,829.18 for the quarter plus
the special assessment of $39,412.50. The
result exceeds $50,000. There is no need to
look at the base rule.
The corporation ceases to be a small supplier and must register for the HST within
30 days after June 19, 2014 with an effective
date of June 19, 2014. The special assessment amount charged to commercial unit
holders should include HST. C V
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Social Events
By Josh Milgrom, BA, JD,
Lash Condo Law

Holiday Parties
Aren’t All Fun
and Games

As the holiday season draws near, many
boards are in the midst of planning their
condo’s holiday parties.
A much-loved tradition in many condos,
the annual holiday party gives the entire
community a reason to come together
and celebrate. It’s a night to forget the
AGM, the sometimes temperamental
elevators, or the leaky roof and instead
focus on resident interaction.
Despite living in such close quarters –
literally above/below/beside one another
– many condo residents don’t know their
neighbours’ names. The holiday party
is an opportunity to throw that to the
wind, unwind and celebrate. Social events
within the community help build resident
involvement and make for a unique and
welcoming community.
Holidays aren’t all fun and games,
though. There are certain practical and

legal issues that a Board should be mindful of when planning its holiday events.

Board’s duties apply to the corporation as a
whole, not just those in attendance.

Noise
Whether it’s a holiday party or a summer
barbecue, events hosted by the Board still
have to comply with the Corporation’s
governing documents. In the same way
that the Board expects all owners to comply with noise restrictions and its other
rules, so too should the Board.

Alcohol
The decision whether to serve alcohol at
a Board-hosted event is one that warrants
some consideration. One significant risk
ordinarily associated with serving alcohol is typically less applicable in condos
than other venues – that is, drinking and
driving. After a holiday party in your
condo, your “ride home” usually consists
of pressing a button in an elevator and
taking a few steps down the hall.

While a high attendance rate is often the
goal, some residents are likely not to take
part. The Board should remain mindful of these residents to ensure that they
will still be able to have quiet enjoyment
of their unit. If the Board has planned for
music, consider the volume levels and the
extent to which the party may be heard
throughout the building. When guests are
arriving, encourage them to be considerate
of others while walking through the common elements and while in the party. The

A risk nevertheless remains. If a resident
thereafter drives while intoxicated and
causes injury, can the Board or the Corporation be held liable? The legal concept
is called “social host liability”.
The Supreme Court of Canada weighed
in on this issue in a case several years
ago. Directors will be pleased to know
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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A Board should be mindful of
practical and legal issues when
planning its holiday events

that as a general rule, the host of a private
party where alcohol is served (the Board)
is not liable for injuries caused by a guest.
The Supreme Court believed that merely
hosting a party where alcohol is served is
not enough to warrant imposing liability.
It is the guest who remains responsible
for his/her conduct. This is different in
a commercial context, where a commercial establishment (restaurant or bar) can
be held liable for injuries caused by their
impaired patrons.
The Board would not be expected to monitor the guests’ drinking. However, this

decision does not necessarily mean that a
condo corporation would not be held liable
in any circumstance for injuries caused by
its guests. For example, if the Board knowingly served alcohol to a person that was
visibly intoxicated, liability might ensue.
The bottom line is that Boards should act
responsibly and plan accordingly when
alcohol is served at its parties.
Occupier’s Liability
Another risk that could present itself is liability for injury that occurs on the property. The Condominium Act provides
that the condo corporation is an occu-

pier of the common elements for the purposes of determining who is held liable
in the event of an injury. Depending on
the circumstances, if an injury occurs on
the property, a condo corporation could
therefore be held liable. Where there are
lots of guests, alcohol served and, in December, potential snow or ice storms, the
risk of injury or an accident can increase.
An occupier must ensure that the physical
conditions of the property are reasonably
safe. If there is an unsafe condition on
the property, the corporation should take
steps to address the condition and make it
reasonably safe to avoid liability.
Diversity
The GTA is incredibly multicultural.
Each condo is a representation of this
amazing diversity and each presents its
own unique opportunity to celebrate each
other’s cultures. December has Christmas, Kwanzaa, Hanukkah to name a few
– each celebrated in their own way.
The holiday party should not be limited
to celebrating only one holiday – promote
inclusion and embrace all ethnicities. Consider asking for volunteers to add their
own cultural twist to the holiday party.
The holidays, and more particularly, holiday decorations, also come with some increased fire hazards. Lit Christmas trees
and Hanukkah candles can be a beautiful
addition to any holiday party, but they
should never be left unattended. When
decorating, always consider fire safety.
Build Pride
One of the most powerful outcomes of
a successful social event is the pride in
ownership or residence that can be accomplished through relatively simple,
affordable events. While some residents
may have little interest in establishing relationships with their neighbours, many
residents appreciate the opportunity to
mix and mingle. Holiday parties are the
perfect opportunity for residents to interact at one of the most joyous times of
the year.
Not only does this make for a more communal and inclusive living environment,
where neighbours recognize each other,
are friendly and interact, it can also help
encourage compliance with the Corpora-
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tion’s governing documents – quite the
nice perk. Residents and owners who are
proud of their home are more likely to
take an active role in ensuring they and
others comply. The corporation transforms from a faceless entity that just
collects common expenses every month
and demands compliance with the corporation’s governing documents, to an
entity represented by a group of caring
individuals who work hard to improve
the community and represent all of the
owners and residents.
What if my condo is struggling financially – should the Board still host a
holiday party?
Absolutely. Avoid the lavish three-course
meal on fancy china and consider organizing a potluck style holiday party. Not
only does this save money, but it puts
a great cultural spin on the affair. Ask
residents to volunteer to help decorate
and plan, using decorations they have in
their homes.
During trying times, it is perhaps even
more important to bring together the

A risk nevertheless remains. If a resident
thereafter drives while intoxicated and
causes injury, can the Board or the
Corporation be held liable? The legal concept
is called “social host liability”.

community for social purposes. These
social events will help improve morale
and bring harmony to what could otherwise be a divisive financial struggle.
Naughty or Nice Checklist
• Consider hiring a security guard to
help control the crowd and ensure common elements are protected
• Budget for the holiday party expense
in the annual budget to promote transparency and accountability
• Consider inviting a local politician
to further encourage community in-

volvement
• Have name tags for people to use
• Give residents advanced (and lots of)
notice
• Arrange for designated drivers, if necessary
• Don’t serve alcohol to those who appear intoxicated
• Do not make drinking the focus and
stop serving alcohol before conclusion
of event
• Make sure food available if alcohol is
served
• Provide plenty of non-alcoholic drinks C V
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Megan Edwards
President

Otto Steenkamp
Vice-President

Malcolm MacNeil
Secretary

Johnsview Village,
a leafy enclave in the heart of Markham that has gained distinction as not
only Canada’s largest townhouse condominium corporation, but its best run.
“Having direct hire management means that we have direct oversight
and control,” says the Board’s President Megan Edwards, a corporate and
commercial lawyer when she is not wearing the President’s cap.
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Mohhammed Lokhandwala
Treasurer
Glenn Slover
Property Director

Condo of the Year Quarter Finalist
By James M. Russell

Best Run
Canada’s

Townhouse
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Johnsview’s History
Back in 1975, a full-page ad in the Toronto Sun offered three bedroom townhouses in Johnsview Village for $46,331.
The thirty-five-year mortgage carried
monthly payments of $379 after a down
payment of as little as two thousand dollars. And the maintenance fees? …. well,
hold your breath because they were a
whopping $34.45 per month.

Flower give away in May 2015

Ranging between 1068
and 1235 sq. ft., the 548,
three-level townhouses
of Johnsview Village
were built with five
different unit layouts.

However, eighteen years ago, for mother
to be Lisa Greenspan who moved into
Johnsview Village, the price was not the
main consideration. “I was looking for a
community that was pro-family.”
Today the townhouses of Johnsview
Village sell for $450K to $510K and
the maintenance fees? Well, they’re a
lot higher but still low compared to the
surrounding area. Johnsview Village’s
skyrocketing property values and low
maintenance fees are largely due to the
Board’s consistent drive to “keep on track
with budgeting,” says Sophie Adams, an
ex-Board member and long time resident.
Ranging between 1068 and 1235 sq.
ft., the 548, three-level townhouses of
Johnsview Village were built with five
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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JCO & Associates have specialized in the refurbishment of condominium
common elements for over 24 years, offering cost effective, creative solutions that enhance the look and marketability of your condominium. We
pride ourselves in providing the highest quality of service and workmanship.
Please visit our web site at www.jcoandassociates.com to view our current
and past projects or contact us at 416-724-4237.

JCO is a member in good standing with ACMO (Association of Condominium Managers of Ontario), CCI (Canadian Condominium Institute), IDC (Interior Design of Canada) and
TCA (Toronto Construction Association). All our work is guaranteed and can be certified by a Performance Bond issued by Zurich Insurance for performance, material and labour.
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Johnsview Village Annual Pumpkin Patch Event

different unit layouts. Twenty-one of the
townhouses are four bedrooms with the
remainder, three. All townhouses have
a single car garage and driveway parking pad.
Johnsview Village, incorporated in August 1976, sits on thirty-two acres of,
what was once, a wind-swept cornfield.
Bordered on the north by Thornhill
Square Shopping Centre, Bayview Avenue on the west, Johnsview Park on
the south and train tracks on the east.
The townhouses are laid out on a grid
of eleven streets and twenty different elevations. The variety in ground height
created a “rolling” topography, a unique
feature that not only gives Johnsview Village a laid-back, rural look but considerable bragging rights as well. However,
the real appeal of Johnsview Village is
their spacious back yards, heated outdoor
pool, an elementary school nestled within
the Village, their extensive list of social
activities, and most of all, the Board’s attention to detail. “This is a very well-kept
and well-run community that improves
every year,” says Lisa.

left to right: Aptin Sepanlou and Peter MacNeil, pumpkin patch volunteers

Well kept, well run and independent, “We
are like a little city as we own and mainCONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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tain nearly all the infrastructure – roads,
sanitary and storm sewers, catch basin,
potable water system, street lighting, ”
says Board member, Otto Steenkamp, a
Civil Engineer, who has lived in Johnsview Village fourteen years. After emigrating from South Africa, Otto planned
to rent but his real estate agent pointed
out that it would cost Otto just as much to
buy a townhouse. He never regretted that
decision. “I love Johnsview Village because here I can enjoy the benefits of condominium living but with the advantages
of being a freeholder since our residents
are allowed a greater number of upgrades
than most condominium owners.”
Their Residents
The list of activities offered to Johnsview Village residents is longer than
the new Liberal government’s ‘to do’
list. A condominium-owned swimming
pool where the residents have a choice
of family swim times, supervised swim
times and adult-only swim times. Their
popular May Garage Sale. Their Music
in the Park event. And how many condominium boards offer their residents
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the opportunity to spread their blankets on the grass for Movie Night in the
Park? But of all the activities, Johnsview
Village’s fall Pumpkin Patch event is
their most successful. Now in its fourth
year, the event features bouncy castles,
pumpkin and veggies sales, a motorized
train ride – courtesy of CN, and a petting zoo - complete with a lynx, kangaroo, chicken and a rabbit. All money
raised from the day’s pumpkin, veggie
and bake-goods sales go toward future
events. And speaking of pumpkins, every year, seven or so volunteers patrol
Johnsview Village during the first few
hours of Halloween night, just to make
sure that the typical turn out of four
hundred costumed goblins do not get
into mischief.
During the dark and dreary months of
winter, residents have free, unlimited use
of an outdoor ice skating rink, built by
Johnsview Village staff.
Their Board
“I moved here because Johnsview Village
had a well-kept look, community feel and

an enclosed backyard for my dog,” says
Megan Edwards, Board President.
Johnsview Village’s Board has four
members in addition to Megan. They
are: Vice-President: Otto Steenkamp;
Treasurer: Mohammed Lokhandwala;
Property Director: Glenn Slover and
Secretary: Malcolm MacNeil.
Improving the flow of information to
residents and staff has always presented a challenge for the Board, nevertheless, communication remains one of the
Board’s top priorities, along with expanding the Social Committee beyond
its current roster of only a handful of resident volunteers.
Recognizing that newsletters are an important communication tool, the Board
publishes The Villager, a well-designed,
multi-page newsletter full of reminders
about upcoming events, puzzles, renovation advice, messages from the Board
and staff and the ‘adorable pet’ photo column. Staff delivers copies of The Villager
door-to-door and through email. They

Fall leaf clean up by Almeida and Almeida Landscaping

also post a copy of The Villager on Johnsview Village’s website.

Ken Nicholson, Maintainance Technician

The Board incorporated
weekly backyard lawn
maintenance into the
landscaping contract.
Now, every back lawn
looks as lovely as the front.

The Board’s use of competitions and
yearly awards has been wildly popular.
The “Spooktacular Award” goes to the
best Halloween display. The “Winter
Decorations Certificate” goes to the
townhouse with the best winter presentation and the, “You’ve Got Pride!”
award went to this year’s participants,
“in recognition of your patriotic red/
white display at your home adding spirit
for Canada’s 148th birthday celebration.”
The townhouse with the best-looking
front yard wins their “Curb Appeal and
Front Garden Award”, and, to help the
residents prepare for the competition,
this year the Board gave away 280 flats
of begonias, 250 bags of organic grass
seed and ninety-five tons of soil. Residents voted for their favourite front yard.
And speaking of ‘yards.’ Because they
are considered ‘exclusive use common
elements’, the individual townhouse residents are responsible for the health of
their back lawns. However, in order to assist the residents, the Board incorporated
weekly backyard lawn maintenance into
the corporation’s landscaping contract.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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Now, every back lawn in Johnsview Village looks as lovely as the front.
A Board of Advisors helps Johnsview Village maintain its tradition of good governance. Comprised of past Board members,
all with special skills such as engineering
or law, the Board of Advisors is an invaluable resource and good value for the $2 per
year the members are paid.
Retired lawyer, Robert Appel, currently
on the Board of Advisors, was living in

the Yonge and Eglinton area when he and
his wife discovered Johnsview Village in
1989, “actually my wife found the place.
We both loved it because it is in the centre
of everything.”

such as their windows, will be allowed to
purchase for a specific and limited time
a corporation-supplied window and opt
back into Johnsview Village’s maintenance program.

The Board and their advisors are currently drafting a new ‘Take-Back’ program for residents who have replaced a
common element, permanently removing
the corporation’s responsibility for that
item. Once the program takes effect, residents who replaced a common element

Their Staff
Of course, every well-run and caring
Board needs staff to implement their
decisions and oversee day-to-day operations. At Johnsview Village that talented and committed team is made up of
Unit Manager: Kelly DaSilva; a project
manager; Assistant Manager: Catherine
Greig, and Maintenance Technician: Ken
Nicholson.
And just as a board needs staff, staff
needs a cadre of knowledgeable and
skilled contractors, people like Brenda
Hooper-Rowland a former Board member and currently, Johnsview Village’s
Operational Manager. Brenda is also a
homeowner in Johnsview Village. “This
gives me a vested interest in the success
of our community.”
In addition to their regular duties, staff
also take on special projects, such as the
time they worked with Canada Post to
choose convenient locations for the thirteen community mailboxes scheduled for
installation. The challenge was to find
locations that would remain accessible
all year round, would not interfere with
snow storage and still be within a suitable
walking distance from each unit.

FOR ALL YOUR MECHANICAL NEEDS
Helping you understand a building’s anatomy to save money
and maximize the life span of your equipment.
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
CONTRACTS

BUILDING AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS

ENERGY MANAGEMENT

MECHANICAL RETROFIT

t: 905 282 0728
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Greening
The Board’s good governance extends
beyond dynamic leadership, excellent
budget management and effective administrative oversight; the ‘greening’
of Johnsview Village is also high on the
Board’s list of priorities. So:
• They are looking into the option of
converting their 56 street lights, all of
them condominium-owned, to highefficiency LEDs
• As a test, Johnsview Village installed
a solar powered light in one of their
parks, in the hope of someday using
solar lighting throughout the Village
• They have an active tree management
program, helped, in part by the metal

identification tags attached to every
tree in Johnsview Village by the arborist hired by an earlier Board.
• Their staff uses an electric golf car to
get around for inspections and work
order repairs
• Communication with the residents is
conducted electronically whenever
possible
Warmth Of Community, Village Life
No one seems to know if the name ‘Johnsview’ is a combination of John Street
and Bayview Avenue or the name of
some township that time has erased, but
there is no doubt that the word “Village”
is custom-designed for Johnsview as it
truly possesses: caring, laughter, health,
family, good governance and the warmth
of community - all the characteristics of
village life. C V

Joe Malon, pictured above with his faithful cat Tiggr,
(one of three rescues) has been a proud owner for six
years. In the summer he and his wife split their time
between the townhouse and a sailboat in Mimeco
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Condo Law
By Brian Horlick, B.Comm, BCL, LL.B., ACCI, FCCI
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP, and
Timothy M. Duggan, BA, LL.B.
Horlick Levitt Di Lella LLP

Decisions From
the Courts
The Impact on Your
Condominium Corporation
Wu v. Peel Condominium Corporation
No. 245 (Ontario Superior Court of
Justice, May 6, 2015 and June 24,
2015)

ing was done by the corporation to address
this issue. As a result, Ms. Wu said that she
was unable to sleep in her bedroom or use
parts of her unit.

Ms. Wu, a unit owner in the respondent
condominium corporation, brought this
application seeking an order that the condominium corporation had treated her in
an oppressive manner contrary to section
135 of the Condominium Act, 1998. The
particular oppressive conduct alleged by
Ms. Wu was that the corporation had
failed to adequately maintain the elevators
in the building. According to Ms. Wu, the
result of this failure to maintain was that
she experienced excessive noise and vibration in her unit, which interfered with her
reasonable enjoyment of the unit.

For its part, the corporation took the position that it had taken reasonable and
proper steps to investigate Ms. Wu’s
complaints, and that all investigations
and repairs had been taken on the advice
of professional engineers, consultants and
contractors. According to the corporation,
at least six different inspections of Ms.
Wu’s unit by board members, property
management and security staff had not led
to the persons inspecting the unit experiencing the noise and vibration complained
of by Ms. Wu, and no other unit resident
had complained about any such noise and
vibration.

Ms. Wu originally purchased her unit
in February, 2008. Approximately six
months after she moved into the unit, she
began experiencing the complained-of
noise and vibration in her unit. She reported the issue to the condominium corporation at that time. However, according to Ms. Wu, despite her reporting the
issue to the corporation and despite her
continuing to consistently complain about
the issue over the next several years, noth-

ponents by those contractors;
• inspections of Ms. Wu’s unit by acoustical engineers and implementation of
some of the engineers’ recommendations to reduce the noise in Ms. Wu’s
unit; and
• modernization of the elevator equipment, which modernization was expected to address some of the issues
complained of by Ms. Wu.

Despite the foregoing, the corporation
took numerous steps to investigate and repair the noise and vibration issues. These
steps included:

At a certain point, however, the corporation took the position that it had done all
of the work that it was prepared to do and
that it would do no further work. It appears that part of the corporation’s reason for taking this position was that the
living room in Ms. Wu’s unit had been
partitioned into two rooms; the corporation appeared to be of the view that the
existence of this partition was a cause of
or significant contributor to the noise and
vibration issues experienced by Ms. Wu,
and that Ms. Wu was effectively the author of her own misfortune.

• inspections of Ms. Wu’s unit and of the
elevator equipment by elevator repair
contractors;
• repairs to the elevator equipment and
installation of noise-dampening com-

After the corporation took this position,
a further meeting was held between Ms.
Wu and her counsel and the corporation’s
representatives. At that meeting, the corporation agreed to take further steps to
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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address the noise issues in Ms. Wu’s unit.
However, these further steps were not
taken, and the application ensued.
Given the foregoing, the issue to be determined by the Court was whether the
corporation had taken sufficient steps to
discharge its duty to maintain and repair
the common elements and to address the
noise and vibration experienced by Ms.
Wu in her unit. After reviewing the evidence and the submissions of the parties,
the Court concluded that the condominium corporation had not taken sufficient
steps to discharge these duties and had
instead attempted to minimize or deny
the existence of the issue or blame same
on Ms. Wu.
The Court reached this conclusion primarily because it found that the corporation had not followed the recommendations of its own experts. Specifically, and
among other things, the acoustical engineer retained by the corporation advised
the corporation that noise continued to
be an issue in Ms. Wu’s unit despite the
inspection and repair steps that had been
taken. The Court also held that there was
no evidence to substantiate the corporation’s position that the partition in Ms.
Wu’s unit was a cause of or significant
contributor to the noise issues in the unit.
As a result, the Court found that the corporation had treated Ms. Wu oppressively.
The Court ordered that the corporation,
within 45 days of the date of the decision,
assemble and provide a concrete plan for
addressing the noise issues in Ms. Wu’s
unit.
Ms. Wu had requested damages in the
amount of $150,000.00. Although the
Court found that Ms. Wu was entitled to
damages as a result of the corporation’s oppressive conduct, the Court held that the
$150,000.00 which Ms. Wu was requesting was an unreasonably high amount
in the circumstances. Instead, the Court
awarded Ms. Wu damages in the amount
of $30,000.00.
With respect to the costs of the application, Ms. Wu sought approximately
$41,000.00 on a full indemnity basis, or
approximately $34,000.00 on a partial indemnity basis. The corporation submitted that the appropriate amount of costs

At that meeting, the
corporation agreed to
take further steps to
address the noise issues
in Ms. Wu’s unit. However,
these further steps were
not taken, and the
application ensued.
would be $10,000.00 on a partial indemnity basis. Having considered the submissions of the parties with respect to costs
and Ms. Wu’s substantial success on the
application (albeit not to the degree that
she had sought), the Court awarded Ms.
Wu costs of $20,000.00.
Author’s note: this case clearly illustrates the
importance for a condominium corporation to
attend reasonably and promptly to its obligations to maintain and repair the common
elements, particularly when the item that is in
need of maintenance or repair is interfering
with a unit resident’s reasonable enjoyment
of their unit. The corporation’s failure in this
case to comply with its obligations to maintain
and repair led it to not only be ordered to comply with such obligations, but also to pay the
total of $50,000.00 in damages and costs. In
particular, the $30,000.00 damages award
made by the Court in this decision, which to
this author’s knowledge is the highest award
of general damages made in an oppression application under the Act, clearly signalled the
Court’s disapproval of the corporation’s relatively lackadaisical approach to addressing
Ms. Wu’s complaints, as well as the corporation’s efforts to blame the problem on Ms. Wu.

spondents, Mr. Dominelli (the unit owner)
and Ms. Labranche (Mr. Dominelli’s fiancée), kept a dog weighing more than 25
pounds in their unit. The dog belonged
to Ms. Labranche, who brought it with her
when she moved into the unit in July, 2014.
At the time that Ms. Labranche moved
into the unit, she and Mr. Dominelli were
aware of the 25-pound weight restriction
for pets in the building.
In August, 2014, the corporation’s property manager wrote to the respondents
advising them that the dog had to be removed from the unit within two weeks. In
response, in September, 2014, Mr. Dominelli advised the property manager that
the dog was used by Ms. Labranche as a
therapy dog for her work with autistic children. The property manager reiterated
that the dog was required to be removed,
and so the respondents put the dog in a
kennel.

Simcoe Condominium Corp. No. 89
v. Dominelli (Ontario Superior Court
of Justice, June 8, 2015 and July 13,
2015)

The respondents then commenced a campaign to challenge the pet rule. This included collecting signatures for a requisition for an owners’ meeting to vote on
the repeal of the pet weight rule (which
vote ultimately failed), distributing letters
to the owners asking for their support to
allow Ms. Labranche’s dog to live in the
building and threatening to go to the local media to ‘expose’ the pet weight rule.
They also sought to have the corporation
consider the dog to be a service animal on
the basis that the dog was used to provide
a service to disabled persons. After the
corporation’s property manager advised
that the dog could only be considered to
be a service animal if it was providing a
service to a person in the unit, the respondents, for the first time, took the position
that the dog was a service animal for Ms.
Labranche as well as for the children with
whom she worked. In support of this, the
respondents provided an undated doctor’s
letter stating that Ms. Labranche required
the dog for support of her “emotional
needs”.

Many condominium corporations have
provisions in their respective declarations
and/or rules that restrict the size of pets
that may be kept in a unit. In this case, the
condominium corporation had a rule that
provided that no pet weighing more than
25 pounds could be kept in a unit. The re-

After receiving Ms. Labranche’s request
for accommodation, the corporation requested that Ms. Labranche consent for
her doctor to provide the corporation with
additional information about the nature
of Ms. Labranche’s supposed disability
so that the corporation could investigate
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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its duty to accommodate. However, Ms.
Labranche refused to provide this consent.
As a result, the corporation refused to provide Ms. Labranche with the requested
accommodation on the basis that she had
not sufficiently documented her disability.
After the respondents refused to permanently remove the dog from the unit, the
application ensued.
At the hearing of the application, the fact
that Ms. Labranche’s dog weighed more
than 25 pounds was not reasonably in dispute. As such, the Court was required to
consider whether Ms. Labranche suffered
from a disability requiring her to live in
the unit with the dog and whether the
corporation had discharged its duty to accommodate.
With respect to the first issue, the Court
held that Ms. Labranche had not provided sufficient evidence that she suffered
from a disability (within the meaning of
the Human Rights Code) despite having
been put on notice that this evidence was
required. In particular, the Court found
that the doctor’s letters that had been tendered in support of Ms. Labranche’s claim
to suffer from a disability were “partisan
and argumentative” and failed to provide
objective documentation of any disability.
The Court further held that, even if Ms.
Labranche had established that she suffered from a disability, she had not established that she needed to live in the unit

The Court held that Ms.
Labranche’s refusal to
cooperate with the
corporation effectively
discharged the
corporation from having
any further obligation to
accommodate.
with the dog as a result of the disability.
Given the foregoing, the Court did not
need to make a finding as to whether the
corporation had discharged its duty to accommodate. That said, the Court held that,
even if it had found that Ms. Labranche
had established that she suffered from a
disability, it would find that the corporation had discharged its duty to accommodate. The Court came to this conclusion
as a result of the corporation’s efforts to
investigate Ms. Labranche’s claim to be
disabled and to require the dog as a result
of the disability and Ms. Labranche’s refusal to cooperate with that process. The
Court held that Ms. Labranche’s refusal to
cooperate with the corporation effectively
discharged the corporation from having
any further obligation to accommodate.

As a result of the Court’s findings, it ordered the dog to be permanently removed
from the unit. With respect to costs,
the corporation sought the approximate
amount of $48,000.00 on a full indemnity
basis. The respondents submitted that the
amount of $20,000.00 on a full indemnity
basis would be more appropriate. Having
reviewed the parties’ submissions, the
Court awarded costs of $47,000.00 to the
corporation.
Author’s note: this case very effectively
reinforces the principle that a party seeking
accommodation for a claimed disability under the Human Rights Code is required to
cooperate with the investigation and accommodation process. It is not sufficient for the
party to simply assert a disability and refuse
to provide further information. In this case,
the corporation’s thorough, properly-documented approach to Ms. Labranche’s claim to
suffer from a disability was ultimately beneficial, as the corporation was able to satisfy
the Court that it had acted reasonably and
that Ms. Labranche had not.
For the respondents’ part, this case illuminates the inverse: a person claiming that they
should be exempt from the application of a
rule due to a disability (within the meaning
of the Human Rights Code) must provide
reasonable medical documentation to substantiate both the existence of the disability
and the need for the requested accommodation measure. C V
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Condo Law
By Shawn Pulver, BA, LL.B
Macdonald Sager Manis LLP

A Costly
Fight:
Enforcement
Applications and
Costs Consequences

Often times condominium boards embroiled in litigation become more concerned with the “principle” of winning a
case, even if it means the actual costs to
litigate will exceed the actual monetary
value of the dispute in question.
All condominium Boards have the right
and the obligation under the Condominium Act to enforce their governing documents. However, these rights are never unfettered and Boards should never lose sight
of what exactly they are fighting about.
The Condominium Act provides for a specific mechanism to enforce compliance
by owners. This is set out in section 134.
Traditionally, condominium Boards have
been confident in proceeding to court in
enforcement applications since there has
been an understanding and belief that the
owner(s) in question will be responsible to
reimburse the condominium corporation

for all of its actual legal costs, as per section
134(5) of the Condominium Act.
Most of the reported cases concerning
section 134 involve situations where condominium corporations have commenced
compliance proceedings against owners
(i.e. pet cases, noise disputes, unauthorized
changes to units) and the owners have either not defended against the condominium corporations or not disputed the actual
alleged non-compliance.
What happens, however, when an owner
actually disputes the condominium corporation’s allegations of non-compliance?
A recent unreported case of the Ontario
Superior Court of Justice illustrates an
unusual situation where an alleged noncompliance was asserted by the Board
of Directors, the respondent owners
objected to the allegations and forged
an aggressive response. In PCC 231 v.
Levkivska et al, what started as a compliance proceeding about the conduct of
the respondents’ children, ultimately became a much bigger case focusing on the
potential recovery by the condominium
corporation of its legal costs.

In this case (wherein the author represented the respondent unit owners), the
condominium corporation was unsuccessful in obtaining a compliance order.
The Respondents’ cross application was
also dismissed. The parties then went to
argue about costs.
As stated by the Court:
Lawsuits are supposed to be fought about damages and relief, not all about costs. But when a
condominium corporation believes it is going
to get full indemnity costs, it has no governor
on its own aggression. It needs its costs award
because it came into the case expecting it to be
costs-free. It turns out it has burdened unit
owners with over $150,000.00 in costs, expecting to be able to collect that from a lien [of
the Respondents] unit. But subsection 134(5)
only applies if the corporation obtains a compliance order by way of damages or costs. It failed
to do so….
The end result was that both applications
were dismissed and no costs were ordered
to be paid by either party. This case is a
very important illustration of the risks that
both condominium corporations and unit
owners face when presented with a potential enforcement applications. C V
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ILLUSTRATION BY STEVEN GUARNACCIA

Condominium litigation disputes are often
emotional between the parties. This emotion can apply equally to both unit owners
and members of the Board of Directors
who are responsible for enforcing the Rules
and Regulations, By-laws and Declaration.
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Sustained Occupancy
By Luigi Benetton,
Luigi Benetton Communications

Sustained
Occupancy
in Condos
In Ontario, almost no
residential buildings enjoy
sustained occupancy when
power outages occur
The southern Ontario ice storm of December 2013 threw the second of two
crippling roundhouses at Toronto’s power
grid that year. While the summer outage
certainly caused problems, the winter
punch left thousands of people shivering
in their homes.
Some of us were lucky. I could stay at other
people’s homes where power was restored
faster, or never lost. That doesn’t mean I appreciate having to leave my condo.
Nor do I like thinking about elderly neighbours who suffer health conditions that
render them less able to fend for themselves
during outages.
Those 2013 events stimulated discussion
among City of Toronto staff, engineers and
property management companies like the
one that runs my condo. Those discussions
eventually led to our previous manager presenting new possibilities we hadn’t known
about.

I’ve been tracing some of those discussions
by talking to the experts involved. My personal interest? Sustained occupancy, which
I picture happening like this: a winter storm
knocks a tree onto power lines. The area those
lines serve lose access to the grid for several
sub-zero days. Residents in the area continue
to enjoy heating, hot and cold running water
and other things they need to weather the
outage without leaving their homes.

ing of things like non-emergency lighting,
water booster pumps and appliances within
suites.

My research ranged much farther than this
narrow self-interest. They touched on grid
resiliency, emergency management, even the
thickness of my building’s skin. Here’s what
I’ve uncovered so far.

Fernando Carou explains that tall building
fire evacuation issues decades ago kick-started a process that led to the 1984 version of
Ontario’s Building Code, the version which
mandates today’s life-safety system backups.
“We’ve become so good at preventing building fires that they rarely occur anymore,”
says Carou, a senior engineer, with the City
of Toronto’s Environment & Energy Division.

Where we are now
Few residential buildings enjoy sustained
occupancy in this province. The electrical
equipment that supports gas-fired boilers
(pumps, controls and so forth) often isn’t connected to the building’s emergency backup
generator. That unconnectedness makes said
boilers useless during an outage, to say noth-

Sure, we have emergency lighting, one elevator works and fire systems stand ready.
That’s all we need to leave a burning building. We meet building code specifications
that came about when burning buildings
were more of a concern than they are today.

“We’re going through a similar process now
to enhance preparedness for area-wide grid
failure,” he optimistically adds.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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Potential changes
Tim Short initially came up with the name
“sustained occupation”. “That sounded like
a military operation,” he chuckled. People
tried several names before settling on “sustained occupancy”.
That term is slowly infiltrating the CSA
C282 standard, which outlines design and
operating requirements for emergency generators in tall buildings. Short, manager of
distributed energy for Enbridge Gas Distri-

bution, sits on a committee that proposes an
addendum to CSA C282 that advises designers to consider sustained occupancy loads, so
long as the emergency performance of the
backup generator is not compromised.
Options that don’t need gas
Wary of succumbing to tunnel vision, I
wanted to extend this discussion beyond
generators.
The envelope on my building doesn’t quite

attain the ideal 60/40 opaque wall/punched
window ratio you’d want in an energy efficient
building. That said, it isn’t what Brian Shedden would call a “terrarium” either. “It keeps
the exterior environment at bay,” he says of
the envelope’s job. “We want it to maintain
thermal levels within the building as best as
possible until power can be reestablished.”
Shedden, an associate at engineering firm
Entuitive, spends his days working on existing buildings. He concedes they need to keep
the heat running. He also wants them to wear
sweaters. “How do we renew the thousands
of buildings built in the 60s and 70s, when
energy performance, air leakage, weren’t issues?” he asks. From his perspective, such
buildings represent a major opportunity for
improved performance, especially when they
undergo overcladding, or reskinning.
Carou mentions certain City of Toronto Office of Emergency Management initiatives.
The Community Agency Emergency Capacity Inventory asks organizations that are
willing to pitch in during emergencies and
have the resources to do so to complete an
online survey.
The city has also published “Get Emergency
Ready: High-Rise Living,” a handy 24-page
PDF that summarizes emergency preparedness for condo residents.
The Pareto principle
For all the good these initiatives can deliver,
backup power generators still appear to be
the 20 percent of effort condominium corporations can make to attain 80 percent of
required emergency preparedness.
Thanks to 2007 changes in CSA standards,
emergency power systems can get their
fuel from continuously supplied natural
gas. “Code requires only two hours of fuel
for emergency generators,” says Ed Porasz,
President of M&E Engineering Limited,
noting the limited (emergency systems only)
load they’re obliged to support.
Not having to store fuel on site means generators can escape this code-supported
limitation and explore behind-the-meter
generation options. Gary Thompson is
OK with this way of thinking. He works
for a 100-year-old utility, and while he’s
quick to point out it doesn’t have 100-yearold assets, “we have assets that are way
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past their end of life.” Thompson, who
works in generation & system studies,
engineering & investment planning for
Toronto Hydro, says his company is going through the arduous process of asking
the regulator to approve investments into
a grid “built to receive supply from centralized locations such as Niagara Falls
and Bruce Nuclear” which are hundreds
of kilometers away from the places where
it’s consumed.
Every condo is unique
Our board is checking out a generator setup
that we might be able to acquire. But we need
to take our building’s quirks into account.

Our opportunity
Our previous property manager brought a
combined heat and power (CHP) system to
our attention. It’s common in large industrial
settings, and a gas microturbine variant may
now fit in existing buildings, both physically
and financially.
The solution provider worked with Brookfield to create an offer that would fit a condominium’s budget. I can’t disclose the
business offer since the letter of intent our
board signed with the provider expressly

prevents me from doing so. But here’s how
the system would work:
Two gas microturbines run flat out, 24/7.
These turbines would supply between 50 and
80 per cent of the energy our building uses.
The remainder would come from the grid.
On the surface, there’s a lot to like about this
arrangement. For one thing, the condo corporation could afford this arrangement.
Behind-the-meter generation would make a
dent in our carbon footprint, since electricity

Emergency power comes from a Rolls-Royce
diesel engine we share with two sister condominium corporations. It was installed when
this nearly 30-year-old property was developed. It’s been properly maintained and still
keeps life-safety systems running throughout all three buildings and our shared facilities. (We haven’t yet broached the topic at a
Shared Facilities Committee meeting.)
Our building can’t use the reserve fund to
buy a generator, since we don’t have one
to replace. Besides, we pay our portion
into our Shared Facilities Reserve Fund,
so we’re already saving money for a new
generator. We keep our operating fund at
a healthy enough balance to pay our bills,
but no higher. As treasurer, I would balk
at seeking a loan to pay for new equipment
that “is not required by code,” as Porasz
reminds me. Besides, “power outages in
Toronto are infrequent,” he adds.
Rough pricing estimates
We aren’t alone in freezing during winter
power outages. “To my knowledge, every
condo is just at code,” says Rob Detta Colli,
Manager of Energy and Sustainability for
Brookfield Condominium Services Limited.
He’s handling an acute matter with a condo
where battery backup provides, at most, 30
minutes of emergency power. It’s enough to
evacuate residents from their 40+ year-old
building, but the residents want more.
This 300-suite building costed a generator
to help it meet code. Detta Colli related the
board’s sticker shock at the $600,000 starting price tag. I’ve read other estimates starting from $100,000 just to meet code, never
mind achieving sustained occupancy.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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Property Management Services

Where Value and Community Count
Providing Property Management for:
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• Residential
• Retail
• Commercial
• Industrial
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CO-OPERATIVES
• INVESTMENT
PROPERTIES

CONTACT: SUZANNE BOTNICK
Business Development Manager

Tel: 416.640.6730 x.119 • Fax: 416.932.9435
2171 Avenue Road, Suite 303, Toronto, Ontario M5M 4B4
suzanneb@cfdi.ca • www.comfield.ca
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wouldn’t be lost on its journey from remote
power plants to power outlets in our suites.
Besides, much of the heat those turbines generate could get used on site (in the winter, at
least), reducing our usage of natural gas for
heating. It’s the locavore movement for the
power generation crowd.
The CHP acronym, in our case, adds an “e”
to form CHeP: Combined Heat and emergency Power. Since the turbines spin as long
as gas reaches them, they’ll keep spinning
even if the grid fails. And that’s our real goal:
continuous delivery of power, which translates into sustained occupancy.

Detta Colli suggested a common room that
residents could frequent. We have a party
room complete with working kitchen. Of
course, we share that amenity with the other
two buildings on the property.
Looking ahead
Some of the people I spoke with for this
article are working to make sustained occupancy a reality. The last building code
update happened in 2012, one year before
Toronto’s grid took its one-two punch.

The next update is due in 2017.
Carou and company aren’t waiting to create awareness of the matter. Like Short, he’s
also contributing to the CSA C282 updates
and will provide input to the scheduled 2017
building code update. “There’s a lead time to
these things,” he says.
Meanwhile, I look forward to having more
answers my board can turn into progress
towards sustained occupancy. C V

Thompson tells me we wouldn’t be the first
site in Toronto to go the CHP route. “At last
count, we had 1,204 distributed generation
connections on the system,” he tells me. The
grid welcomed about 300 connections in
2014 alone.
“There’s a lot of interest. We welcome that.
It’s exciting that ratepayers are coming to
the table with this type of technology.”
My questions
While the technology appeals to the techie
in me, the business benefits aren’t assured. I
want the power from these microturbines to
heat our suites when the next ice storm wallops Toronto’s grid. Nice-to-haves include
keeping food in refrigerators from spoiling
and the ability to cook that food.
We’re about to ask detailed questions about
our building’s configuration as part of the
study that will determine whether we’re a
fit for CHeP. I believe the micro-turbines
ought to keep a boiler and circulation pump
going. But what about the fan units in each
suite? Could we drive them during a grid
outage? Or do we just huddle next to heating units hoping to extricate warmth from
them? Would Porasz’s suggestion of powering hallway makeup air units help us?
Condo emergency systems get their own life
safety load bus bar in the electric panel – no
exceptions. “It has its own transfer switch to
switch off all other loads in favor of the life
safety loads,” Short tells me.
Do our HVAC systems also reside on a dedicated bus bar? If they do, providing heat during outages should be more straightforward
(and less cost-prohibitive) than if they don’t.
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CCI-T Committee Update
Legislative
Committee
Chair:
Armand Conant
Bill 106 – the “Protecting
Condominium Owners Act,
2015” continues its journey
toward becoming new Legislation. On October 7th,
2015 the Bill passed Second
Reading and was referred
to Standing Committee
for input from Stakeholders. Standing Committee
meetings were quickly
set for October 22nd and
October 29th. The Joint
CCI/ACMO Legislative
Committee finalized and
submitted a Bill 106 Issue
Paper which is was circulated to members in our
October Member E-blast
on October 28th. The paper
is also available to view on
the CCI-T website (www.
ccitoronto.org) CCI-T
President, Mario Deo
and Vice President, Sally
Thompson presented before
the Standing Committee on
October 29th, while ACMO
President, Catherine Murdock and Past President,
Dean McCabe presented
to the committee at the
October 22nd meetings.

Next steps in the journey of
Bill 106 will be to first go
back to the Legislature for
3rd Reading and, if passed,
then Royal Assent will be
granted (note that the Bill
does not become law until it
has been proclaimed, which
will be after the Regulations have been drafted
and approved). CCI-T will
continue to update members
as information becomes
available.

is presented annually to the
CCI chapter from across
the country with the most
outstanding newsletter and
this marks the unprecedented
seventh time that condovoice
has been bestowed this
honour since 2001, when the
award was first presented.
We share this accolade with
everyone who has contributed
to condovoice over the course
of the year – writers, advertisers and readers alike. Thank
you for your dedication and
support!

Communications
Committee
Education
Chair:
Committee
Marc Bhalla
Members:
Brian Horlick
Sue Langlois
Andrea Lusk
Joy Mathews
Megan Molloy
Jason Rivait
Shawn Pulver
On behalf of CCI Toronto,
the Communications Committee was thrilled to receive
the 2015 H. Penman Smith
Award for Excellence (Tier 2)
from the Canadian Condominium Institute at its awards
celebration on October 22,
2015. This prestigious award

Chair:		
Tania Haluk
Members:
Pamela Boyce
Bob Girard
Nancy Longueira
Richard Pearlstein
Ben Rutherford
Bill Thompson
Sally Thompson
Season #2 of our Condo
Connection Education
Videos arrived in the fall of
2015! These videos, with returning host, Murray Johnson covered such topics as
“What is A Condo?”, “What

Does a Board Do?”, “What
Does the Manager Do?”,
“Rule Enforcement”, “Why
Should I Attend My AGM?”,
“What Do My Monthly Fees
Cover?”, “Condo Liens” and
“Debunking Low Fees in
Condos”. These short videos
offer an amazing condo
learning opportunity for potential purchasers, existing
unit owners as well as condo
boards and can be accessed
completely FREE of charge
at www.yourcondoconnection.tv or also on YouTube.

CondoSTRENGTH
Program
Chair:
Marc Bhalla
Members:
Patricia Elia			
Mo Killu
Josh Milgrom			
Ernie Nyitrai
Bill Thompson
CondoSTRENGTH is now
available, at no additional cost,
to all condominium members
of CCI Toronto! Anyone from
a condominium member of
the chapter can visit www.
CondoSTRENGTH.ca to
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enroll and gain access to the
3 branches of the program –
resources, networking and
recognition. The resources
developed for directors, by
directors are now available
in the toolbox section of the
program’s site, accessible
only to CondoSTRENGTH
members. The first director
networking event, Building
Community Within Your
Condo and Within Your
Neighbourhood, will be
taking place from 6:30pm –
8pm on Wednesday, January
20, 2016 in North York. You
must be a program member
to attend and space is limited,
so register soon. The exact
meeting location will only be
revealed to those registered to
attend. Finally, the committee has been working with
the Membership Committee
to integrate the recognition
branch of CondoSTRENGTH
with the Condo of the Year
contest. Active participants
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in the program may find
themselves nominated for this
prestigious award.

Sponsorship
Committee
Chair:
Brian Antman
Members:
Henry Jansen
Wilma McGregor
Paul Pittana
The 2015-2016 Annual Corporate Sponsorship program
was launched in the late
spring and the committee
is pleased to report that the
following companies have
come on board to support the
Chapter to far: First Service
Residential (Platinum Level),
Elia Associates, Fine and
Deo, Malvern and Shibley
Righton (Gold Level), Maple

Ridge Community Management, Horlick Levitt Di Lella
LLP, (Silver Level), Miller
Thompson (Bronze Level),
WSP (Custom Level), Adams
& Miles LLP, Brown & Beattie, CCI Group and Polyzotis
& Co. (Event Sponsors).
CCI-T thanks all sponsors for
their generous support. Sponsorship opportunities are
still available – visit: https://
ccitoronto.org/events/eventsponsorship for details.

Membership
Committee
Chair:
Vic Persaud
Members:
Chris Antipas
Brian Antman
Brenda Hooper-Rowland
Henry Jansen
Doug King

The Membership Committee
is now actively working with
both the CondoSTRENGTH
and Education Committees on
some exciting new projects.
The popular Condo of the Year
Contest will now be integrated
with the newly launch CondoSTRENGTH program and
the committee is excited at the
possibilities with new liaison
will mean for the contest. The
membership committee has also
partnered with the Education
Committee to present an Education Extravaganza to be held on
April 2nd at the Weston Golf
Club. This full day event will
offer members the opportunity to
take both the Level 101 and Level
102 courses together on one day
– PLUS have the opportunity to
interact and mingle with CCI-T’s
business partner member during
break and meal times in a trade
show/networking setting.
Visit the CCI-T website for
further details on this new
initiative – www.ccitoronto.org
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CCI-T Welcomes New Members
Condominium
Corporations
Members
DCECC # 0272
MSCC # 0079
MTCC # 0630
MTCC # 0726
MTCC # 0869
MTCC # 0978
MTCC # 1381
PCC # 0155
PCC # 0341
PCC # 0439
PCC # 0585
TSCC # 2117
TSCC # 2130
TSCC # 2153
TSCC # 2218
TSCC # 2335
TSCC # 2382
TSCC # 2420
TSCC # 2427

TSCC # 2435
TSCC # 2437
TSCC # 2441
TSCC # 2442
TSCC # 2443
TSCC # 2444
TSCC # 2448
TSCC # 2449
TSCC # 2453
TSCC # 2455
TSCC # 2457
TSCC # 2487
YCC # 0032
YCC # 0051
YCC # 0304
YRCC # 1047
YRSCC # 1271
YRSCC # 1287
YRSCC # 1290

Business Partners
Canadian Home
Plumbing Ltd.
Doug Thompson
Feherty Property
Management Inc
Michael P. Feherty
GTA Restoration
Tony Lleshi
Hurren Sinclair
MacIntyre CPA’s LLP
Don MacIntyre
Northern Force
Security Inc
Pavel Lifanov
OH Metering
Erik Kalm

R. Smith
J. Stewart
J. Veenboer
W. Wen

Protective Troops
Response Force
Sophie Lafond
Spearhead Property
Management Ltd
Domenic Nesci
Terra Total Building
Solutions
Dean Brigham
Individual Members
C. Connally
P. D’Cunha
N. Kennedy
R. McDonald
W. McLennon
E. Morris
E. Murchie
A. Pino
L. Sinopoli

Professional Members
Giovanna Costa
Shelter Canadian
Properties Ltd
Liza Del Remedios
Pro-House
Management Limited
Victor Yee
Elia Associates PC
Alexander Isaac Young
Gardiner Miller Arnold
LLP

The Provident Energy Difference.
Experience. For over 25 years, we have provided
energy services to the condominium market.

Energy Savings. We offer a wide range of energy
saving retrofits including Building Automation Systems, CO
Monitoring Systems,Variable Frequency Drives, Sub-Metering,
and Lighting.We also take care of the entire incentive rebate
process for you.
Expertise. We have Professional Engineers, Certified
Energy Managers, Certified Engineering Technologists, Building
Systems Engineering Technologists, Electricians, and LEED
Accredited Professionals on staff.
We are proud members of:

Contact us today to book a free
energy assessment of your building!

For more information, including a full list of our services, please visit
www.pemi.com or email us at info@pemi.com
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CCI Toronto & Area Chapter
Annual General Meeting

1

2

A great time was had by all those members who attended
the 2015 CCI Toronto & Area Annual General Meeting
which was held on Thursday October 1st, 2015 at the Old
Mill Inn. The meeting was followed by a Wine and Cheese
networking forum and attendance was excellent!

T

here were six seats to fill at the elections that evening and CCI Toronto is pleased to announce that
returning to the board for three year terms are directors: Brian Antman, Tania Haluk, Henry Jansen,
Murray Johnson and Vic Persaud. CCI-T is excited
to announce that Sue Langlois from Digi-Notice
was also elected to the board for a one year term and
we all look forward to working with her.
Retiring from the board after serving since 2004 was Bill Thompson. During his terms on the Board, Bill served in a variety of capacities including two years as CCI-T President. Bill’s insight and
wisdom, his sharp wit, his friendship and guidance will be sorely
missed by all who served alongside him. Bill isn’t going far though
– he is currently serving as the President of the CCI National
Executive Board and we all wish him well in that ongoing role.
As in the past, the Annual General Meeting served as a forum
for our annual Awards Ceremonies. The Condominium Newsletter of the Year this year went to YCC # 336 for their excellent
and informative community publication. The seventh annual
Condominium of the Year Award recipient was also announced
that evening – as selected from the quarter finalists throughout
the year. Congratulations go out to MTCC # 0678 – Maitland
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1. Annual General Meeting Head Table, left to
right: Lynn Morrovat (Operations Manager), Vic
Persaud, (2nd Vice President), Sally Thompson
(1st Vice PresIdent), and Bob Girard (Secretary/Treasurer)
2. CCI-T President, Mario Deo, calls the 2015
General Meeting to Order

5

6

3. 2015 Condo of the Year recipients, left to
right: MTCC # 0678 board members: Karin
Brown and Vicky Todd, CCI Membership Chair,
Vic Persaud
4. 2015 Newsletter of the Year, left to right:
Marc Bhalla, CCI-T Communications Chair, YCC
#0336 Board/Committee Members: Pierre
Fournier, Cynthia Abbott and Maeve Davis
5. Returning Ambassdors, left to right: Membership Chair, Vic Persaud, Award Recipients,
Michael Sentenai (DEL), Gabriel Dolnicianu
(Comfort Property Management), Brad Kewalramani (FirstService Residential).

7

6. First Time Ambassador, left to right: Membership Chair, Vic Persaud, Award Recipient,
Mary Weber from Maple Ridge Community
Management 				
		
7. Gold Sponsor – Elia Associates, left to right:
CCI-T Sponsorship Chair, Brian Antman with
Marc Bhalla and Caroline Karalasingham from
Elia Associates

8

8. Premiere Sponsor – FirstService Residential,
left to right: CCI-T Sponsorship Chair, Brian
Antman with Tania Haluk and Brad Kewalramani from FirstService Residential

9

10

9. Gold Sponsor – Fine and Deo, left to right:
CCI-T Sponsorship Chair, Brian Antman with
Julia Lurve and Joy Mathews from Fine & Deo
10. Gold Sponsor – Malvern Condominium
Management, left to right: CCI-T Sponsorship
Chair, Brian Antman with Lyndsey McNally from
Malvern Condominium Property Management
11. Silver Sponsor – Yardi Systems, left to right:
CCI-T Sponsorship Chair, Brian Antman with
Ron Piccola from Yardi Systems

11

12

12. Event Sponsors, left to right: Judy Sue – Eagle
Audit Advantage, Brian Antman – Adams &
Miles LLP, Sue Langlois – Digi-Notice, Paul
Pittana – Equitable Bank and Vic Persaud,
Suncorp Valuations
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Place. They will receive a custom made
street sign and a gala party valued at up
to $5,000 indicating that they are a recipient of CCI-T’s Condo of the Year honour.

bers. 2015 recipients included: Comfield Property Management, Comfort
Property Management, DEL Property
Management, FirstService Residential,
Maple Ridge Community Management
and Shui Pong Management. Congratulations to all!

Continued ...

CCI-T also took time to recognize and
thank the 2014-2015 corporate and
event sponsors which included: FirstService Residential (premier level), Elia
Associates, Fine & Deo and Malvern
Condominium Property Management
(Gold level), Yardi (silver level) as well
as our event sponsors: Adams and Miles,
Brown & Beattie, Digi-Notice, Eagle Audit Advantage, Equitable Bank, and Suncorp Valuations. C V

Also handed out that evening were our
Ambassador Awards for those who
served as CCI Ambassadors throughout
the year to help recruit new CCI Mem-
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New Committee Member Profile:

Wilma McGregor,
Retired Condominium Manager
Wilma has worked in the high-rise rental and
condominium industries for the last 36 years,
starting her career as a superintendent, along
with her husband Bob. When they made the
switch from rental buildings to condominiums,
and having more spare time, Wilma took a part
time job as an Administrative Assistant. Seeing some extra earning potential, she decided to open her own business and began
taking minutes for Board of Directors’ meetings. During this time
Wilma and Bob purchased a condominium in anticipation of their
retirement. With Bob’s health failing, they moved into their little
condo earlier than expected and with her experience and now
having a vested interest in their property, Wilma became a member of the Board of Directors. Since she was a Recording Secretary,
an Administrative Assistant and now a condominium Director,
she thought that it would be a good idea to take the Condominium
Law course. So along with her daughter Sheila, also a Condominium Manager, off they went to Humber College. Having successfully completed the law course, Wilma decided the next course
of action was to become a Condominium Manager and she quickly found employment with Del Property Management Inc. In her

15 plus years with Del, Wilma was a highly regarded and a valued
member of their resource team. During her tenure, Wilma received the Innovation Award; only the second one given out in
Del’s history. Now that Wilma has retired, and has some spare
time to devote, she has decided to join the Sponsorship Committee
of the Canadian Condominium Institute, and to give something
back to the industry that given her so much.

New Board Member Profile:

Sue Langlois,
Founder/CEO of DigiNotice
CCI Toronto is pleased to announce the election
of Sue Langlois to the Board of Directors. Sue is
the Founder/CEO of DigiNotice, a digital notice
board communication service for condos seeking
to improve the value of their properties by enabling an informed and responsible residential
lifestyle. A pioneer in the digital landscape, Sue serves on the
communication committees for both CCI-Toronto and CCI-National and contributed to the chapter’s “Board of Directors’ Tips,
Tools & Techniques Handbook”. Sue was elected to the CCI-T
Board of Directors at the Annual General Meeting held on October 1st , 2015 and is delighted to take part in the promotion of
CCI-T as “your condo connection”

CCI Was There –
Online and In Person!

In case you missed this Hallowe’en day
tweet – see the online conversation
between CCI Toronto and Mississauga
Mayor, Bonnie Crombie as a follow up to
our recent interview with the mayor.
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The H. Penman Smith
Award of Excellence
Returns to CCI Toronto
The H. Penman Smith award is presented annually
by CCI National to the CCI chapter with the best
newsletter in the Tier One and Tier Two Categories.
Jamie Bleay, Chair of CCI National’s Communications Committee (right) presents the 2015 H. Penman Smith Award of Excellence (Tier 2) to condovoice Editor and
the Chair of CCI Toronto’s Communications Committee, Marc Bhalla, at the CCI National Awards Dinner held on October 22nd, 2015 in Toronto.

My Day With the Plaque:
While Marc Bhalla accepted the 2015 H. Penman Smith Award on behalf
of CCI Toronto, it is truly the hard work and dedication of everyone who
supported condovoice over the course of the year that helped.
Right: Marc Bhalla, Editor of condovoice,
takes the plaque out and about on the TTC
At Left: James Russell, feature writer
who contributes to the Condo
of the Year article in every issue
Below, Left to right:
Brian Lee of Canada Post helps
condovoice reach your mailbox;
Brian Horlick, Member of the
Communications Committee;
Sue Langlois, Member of the
Communications Committee
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My Day With the Plaque: continued...

“Selfie” Contest Winners
CCI-T is pleased
to announce the
winners of our
condovoice Selfie
Photo contest!
Thanks to everyone
who supported the
contest by sharing
the word and
submitting your
photos. And the
winners are.…
1st PLACE
Submitted by
Harry Bhalla
condovoice
being read in
Jaipur, India

At top: Joy Mathews, Communications Committee member and Mario
Deo, CCI-T President enjoy a day with the plaque at their office
Middle left to right: Shawn Pulver, Andrea Lusk and Jason Rivait of the
Communications Committee take the plaque to Nathan Phillips Square
to see the landmark Toronto sign and to show it off to tourists
Below left: Lynn Morrovat, Operations Manager and Josee Lefebvre, Administrator with their award for hard work and dedication to condovoice
Below, right, Megan Molloy of the Communications Committee, holds the
plaque high with the City of Toronto behind her

2nd PLACE
Submitted by
Vic Persaud

3rd PLACE
Submitted by
Antoni Casalinuovo

Dr. Evil and Mini Me with
condovoice in Las Vegas

Reading condovoice to his
newborn twins
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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Season Two of
Condo Connection
TV, with your host :

Tune in

Murray
Johnson!

CCI Condo Connection TV is back with
your host Murray Johnson. Join us at
www.yourcondoconnection.tv or on
You Tube for season 2 – featuring the
following 8 new episodes:
1/ What is a Condo? – with guest, Patricia Elia
2/ Why Should I Attend My AGM? – with guest,
Brian Horlick
3/ What Do Condo Boards Do? – with guest,
Yehudi Hendler
4/ What Does the Manager Do? – with guest,
Bob Girard
5/ Rule Enforcement – with guest, Audrey Loeb
6/ What Do My Monthly Fees Cover? - with guest,
Park Thompson
7/ Condominium Liens – with guest, Maria Durdan
8/ Debunking Low Fees in Condos – with guests,
Mario Deo and John Warren
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Twitter Chat Highlights

Over lunch on October 20, 2015 CCI-Toronto hosted its fifth Twitter chat. Guest tweeters Robert Weinberg, Warren Kleiner and Timothy Duggan contributed to an
interactive discussion focused on the topic I AGMs. Much great information was shared about both the whys and hows of Annual General Meetings, including
proxies and quorum, but also several great insights were provided into building and fostering community.
The following are some highlights from the chat, the full capture of which may be viewed at https://storify.com/CCIToronto/condochat-AGMs

Our next Twitter chat will take place in early 2016 with Dean McCabe, Sally Thompson and Patricia Elia guest tweeting on Bill 106 and legislative change.
Further details, including Frequently Asked Questions and resources to assist you in preparing to participate, are available on our website www.ccitoronto.org.
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Opening Session panelists left to right: Mario Deo, Catherine Murdock, Robert Weinberg, Sally Thompson and Armand Conant

NEWS

2015 Annual Condominium Conference
The 19th Annual CCI/ACMO Joint Condominium Conference – #Leadingtheway was
held on November 13th and 14th, 2015 in
the north building of the Toronto Congress
Centre. The move from the south to the
north building was made in order to accommodate the continued growth of the conference – as this year drew a record number of
people to the show – 1863 in total!
The conference was officially launched on
the morning of November 13th with welcoming remarks from CCI-Toronto President, Mario Deo and ACMO President,
Catherine Murdock. They were joined
via video by David Orazietti, Minister of
Government & Consumer Services, and
in person by, MPP Chris Ballard, Parliamentary Assistant to the Minister who
brought updates on Bill 106. A fabulous

array of excellent educational sessions followed over the two day period offering outstanding learning opportunities for both
condo directors and managers. The keynote presentation early Saturday morning
by Warren MacDonald, was another highlight of the conference. Warren certainly
captivated and inspired our audience with
his presentation on ‘Finding Opportunity
in Adversity’! Sincere appreciation is extended to all of the speakers and moderators who participated this year and all the
committee members from both CCI-T and
ACMO who contributed countless hours
planning for this year’s conference.
An important and popular part of the conference is the trade show, and delegates
were offered a record number of 225
booths to visit this year. Be sure to check

the conference website at www.condoconference.ca for a full list of these exhibitors,
along with their contact information. You
will also find a list of this years’ conference
sponsors to whom we are deeply appreciative of their support.
Our sincere appreciation is also offered
to our conference partner, Fine and Deo
Barristers and Solicitors. Our continued
partnership with Fine and Deo allows us
to ability to offer quality programming
at reasonable prices and their support is
truly appreciated.
Mark your calendars now for next year’s
conference taking place on Friday November 11th and Saturday November 12th,
2016 at the Toronto Congress Centre. We
hope to see you there! C V

CondoSTRENGTH Launch Team left to right: Mo Killu, Josh Milgrom, Ernie Nyitrai and Marc Bhalla
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Clockwise from top left:
Keynote Speaker - Warren MacDonald
Left to right: Armand Conant, CCI-T
Legislative Committee Chair, Chris
Ballard, MPP and Parliamentary
Assistant to Minister David Orazietti,
Bob Girard, CCI T Treasurer/Secretary
Left to right: Chris Ballard - MPP,
Catherine Murdock - ACMO President,
Mario Deo - CCI Toronto President
Left to right: Rapid Fire Legal Panel:
Chris Jaglowitz, Nancy Houle, Audrey
Loeb, Greg Marley and Jamie Bleay
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Audio Podcasts
Now Available!
Listen to an interview by Ernie Nyitrai
with Murray Johnson as a follow up to
CCI’s recent Utility Jolt seminar.

An interesting conversation touching upon the
balance between costs versus savings as well as the
most efficient incentives available to condominiums.

CONDOMINIUM LAW GROUP
The Condominium Law Group
at Fogler, Rubinoff LLP
is committed to providing quality
legal services to condominium corporations
throughout the Greater Toronto Area
and surrounding areas including Hamilton,
Kitchener-Waterloo, Barrie and Collingwood.
For more information or a fee quote

Lou Natale

416.941.8804
lnatale@foglers.com

Carol Dirks

416.941.8820
cdirks@foglers.com

David Thiel

416.941.8815
dthiel@foglers.com
David Forgione
416.864.7620
dforgione@foglers.com
Fogler, Rubinoff LLP
Lawyers
77 King Street West
Suite 3000, PO Box 95
TD Centre North Tower
Toronto, ON M5K 1G8
Tel: 416.864.9700 Fax: 416.941.8852 foglers.com
Professional members of CCI and ACMO
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Audio Podcasts
Now Available!

An extended audio
interview by Vic Persaud
with the CondoSTRENGTH
launch team, Mo Killu,
Josh Milgrom, Ernie
Nyitrai and Marc Bhalla
is available at
www.condopodcasts.ca

Condo Strength
By Marc Bhalla, Hons. B.A., Q. Med.,
Chair, CondoSTRENGTH Program

The Journey
to CondoSTRENGTH
The story of how the program, that
focuses on the practical side of
condominium directorship, came to be
On Friday, November 13, 2015, during
the 19th Annual ACMO/CCI-T Condominium Conference, we officially launched
the new CondoSTRENGTH program - a
FREE program available to all condominium members of CCI Toronto designed for
directors, by directors for the purpose of
sharing resources, networking and recognizing the successes of condominium
communities. This is the story of how the
program came to be.
On August 7, 2013, a proposal was submitted to the Board of Directors of CCI Toronto suggesting that it consider developing a
program that served as an additional benefit to members and which complemented
the success of the chapter’s Condo of the
Year and Newsletter of the Year contests.
The purpose of the program would be to
assist condominium communities in realizing best practices, raising community
standards and offer an acknowledgement of
communities achieving the successes that

come with going “that extra mile”. With
the working title “the Responsible Neighbour Program”, the proposal summarized
several discussions originating from a concept that CCI Toronto develop some form
of rating system for condominium corporations while avoiding the negative stigmas
that may be associated with poor ranking.
As 2013 came to a close and we rang in
2014, an ad hoc committee was formed to
discuss the proposal and its potential application. A group of 2 lawyers, 3 property
managers, 5 condominium Presidents, 6
condominium directors and 7 condominium industry professionals (a group which
totalled 8 people!) was assembled and met
for a series of think tank discussions which
took place in the spring and summer of
2014. The group discussed potential program benefits, hurdles and structure.
While there was consensus that there was
something to the idea, and underlying

benefits to condominium directors and the
communities that they serve, several potential different directions emerged from
the discussions surrounding the recognition aspect of the program – including the
criteria to be met to earn such. While the
group had many ideas about what should
merit a condominium community earning
some form of gold star equivalent from
CCI Toronto, drawing particularly on the
diverse experiences of the active condominium directors amongst them, it was
also recognized that there were limits to
the group’s perspective. Thus, before delving further into a program development
recommendation, the committee decided
to first reach out to those who would benefit from the program – the condominium
members of the chapter - for feedback. 6
of the 8 members of the original ad hoc
committee were able to make the volunteer
commitment to stay aboard for the long
haul, with the next step of facilitating a
series of focus group sessions.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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In the fall of 2014, 3 focus group sessions
took place in Mississauga, downtown
Toronto and North York. Over 50 participants took part in these sessions, which
were structured to allow for intimate table
discussions. Attendees of each focus group
session were divided into separate tables,
each table led by committee members
acting as facilitators and note takers as I
guided the overall group through a series
of discussions focused upon what makes a
condominium community worthy of recognition, defining success and considering
what would form an objective criteria for
recognition in the areas of communication,
finance and governance for the operation of
condominiums. The tremendous insights
and feedback shared by the attendees of
these focus group sessions would profoundly impact the direction and further
development of the program.
Notes taken at each table of each focus
group session were compiled into a single
document that served to highlight the common feedback amongst participants and the
committee re-assembled in December 2014
to discuss, reflect and evolve the program

concept with the view of providing the
chapter’s Board with a recommendation at
its annual retreat in January 2015.
Key applications of the focus group findings
included:
• One overall, objective criteria that captures a condominium doing something
“right” does not exist due to the variance
between condominium communities.
What works for one community may
not necessarily be effective in another,
though communities facing challenges
can benefit from learning what others
did to address similar issues.
• CCI Toronto should not be the authority
to determine if a condominium community is successful, the community itself
is in the best position to speak to that.
By way of example, a recurring question
that arose in the course of focus group
sessions on the topic of communication
surrounded how effective distributing
a community newsletter is if no one is
reading it. Engaging the community
directly is the only true way of knowing
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Audio Podcasts
Now Available!

Listen to Part II of the Online
Dispute Resolution interview
between Colm Brannigan
and Marc Bhalla at:
www.condopodcasts.ca.
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if communication efforts are effective.
• While many condominium communities are interested in aiming to achieve
some form of recognition, there is also
a desire for practical resources to complement education. For condominium
directors, a pat on the back is one thing
but tools to help them better serve their
communities are also desired.
In personally reflecting upon the focus
group sessions, overhearing conversations
at various tables in the course of the table
discussions, I found myself returning to an
observation that I first made back in 2006
when I attended my first, advanced level
CCI course. I remember the epiphany like it
was yesterday… the legendary Ron Danks
was presenting and fielding various questions and answers from the audience. In
the course of these exchanges, I realized
that as much as I was learning from Ron’s
presentation, the insights and experiences
of the condominium directors attending
the course were also a great educational
resource. Chats during coffee breaks were,
in many ways, just as, if not more, helpful

than reading through the binder of course
materials because they provided practical
context and a feeling of camaraderie.
As the committee re-grouped in early December 2014 to determine what it would
recommend to the Board, the group of volunteers decided to once again invest additional time. This would allow for further
reflection and consideration of the insights
drawn from the focus group sessions and
the discussions that followed. An additional think tank discussion meeting was
scheduled for January 2015.
On Tuesday, January 20, 2015, the committee met to finalize its recommendation to
the Board. The recommendation included:
• Embracing a consumer choice model of
recognition to empower condominium
communities to earn themselves recognition from CCI Toronto and equip
Boards with tools to objectively measure the success of the implementation
of best practice recommendations.
• Maintaining the grassroots feel fostered
at the focus group sessions with a program that is developed for directors,
by directors by collecting as resources
contributions from directors that can
be shared with other directors. Success
stories provided by one community may
be helpful to others facing similar challenges (if nothing else but to help directors feel that they are not alone).

• Coordinating the hosting of networking events by program members that
bring condominium directors together
to discuss topics of interest and share
insights. The idea is to give condominium directors a platform to share their
successes and challenges with fellow
directors. In many ways, this concept derived from the highly successful session moderated by Vic Persaud,
the chair of the chapter’s Membership
Committee and 2nd Vice President, at
the 17th Annual ACMO/CCI-T Condominium Conference on Saturday,
November 16, 2013 at which 3 directors of condominiums recognized by
the Condo of the Year program shared
their experiences with a crowd of condominium directors.
The Board accepted the committee’s recommendation and gave the green light to
establish the committee permanently, with
a mandate of developing the program that
included the committee’s desire for the program to be available at no additional charge
to condominium members of the chapter.
The committee then went on to prepare for
the launch of the program. This included
the initial development of 3 branches of the
program – resources, networking and recognition. Fittingly, in the course of this, a
focus group reunion was organized in July
2015 where the directors who participated
in the prior focus group sessions (and some
directors newly interested in the program)

were gathered for an update on the committee’s discoveries and next steps and invited to share their own success stories and
topics of interest for networking events,
the first 3 of which are scheduled to take
place in 2016.
The launch of the CondoSTRENGTH
program represented the end of a long
journey that took many twists, turns and
name changes along the way; yet, it also
represents the start of something new. A
program that focuses on the practical side
of condominium directorship to provide an
additional set of resources to condo members of CCI Toronto and complement the
education and recognition programs that
we already have in place.
Do you have CondoSTRENGTH? is a
question that we hope condominium directors will ask one another to help draw attention to the program built by directors.
I invite you to visit CondoSTRENGTH.ca
to join the program’s mailing list, enroll to
access the continually expanding toolbox
of resources available and register to take
part in a networking event hosted close to
your neighbourhood!
As none of this would have been possible
without the dedicated volunteer work of
the program committee and focus group
participants, I would like to conclude by expressing gratitude on behalf of the Board
of Directors of CCI Toronto for all of their
time, energy and support. C V

Insurance that gives you peace of mind.

The value and protection your unit owners deserve.
Call for a free info package for your building.
1.877.627.6222 • www.condogold.ca
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Innovative thinking. Practical results.
Toronto | 416.977.5335 | rjc.ca
Please contact:
Philip Sarvinis | Bill Gladu | Jeremy Horst | Michael Pond
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Timely ideas, insight, inspiration
and information of particular
interest to condominium owners

By Harry Bhalla,
Retired Condominium Director

Getting to
Unanimous
Decisions
Varying backgrounds,
age, and experience
can make it hard to
find common ground

Often, new Board members do not know
the history of the condominium. They
may be new to the community or in the
dark because they have not participated
in past board decisions. It therefore, falls
upon “senior” directors to work with the
“younger generation” to first establish
common goals and then to find ways and
means to achieve them. This is very different to a “public corporation”. In the case of

public corporations, the goals are well defined as are roles of directors - the Finance
Director will not normally interfere with
activities of the Director for Research and
Development, unless of course a financial
issue arises.
Then there is the generation gap. Younger members may want to spend money to
get things/facilities they would like and
hopefully increase market value of their
investment. The older generation may be
living on fixed income and want to conserve expense in an effort to keep common expenses low – some may even wish
to avoid increases in property tax which
result from a higher market value of their
home. Transient and long-term interests
in the community may clash and give rise
to differing views. There may also exist a

natural mistrust between the young and
the old.
Generally, condominium boards are made
up of people from different professional
backgrounds. Each professional can best
contribute drawing on what they know
and are typically most comfortable doing
so; however, different experience can give
rise to variant views. For example, engineers and accountants can differ on their
thought of how the condominium ought to
be managed. Internal auditors are great to
have on the board but their motivation is
far different than someone with an advertising or sales background. Professional
differences complement each other on a
corporate board. Each tries to stay within
their expertise. On a condominium board,
the lines are not as clearly drawn as everyCONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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ILLUSTRATION BY JAMIE BENNET

Any “Board” whether corporate or condominium is essentially comprised of people
from different backgrounds, cultures and
above all different goals. We all want our
way. We get on the board to achieve a private agenda even though we do not admit that, or declare our intention, as we
advance our view of what is best for the
overall corporation.

one can have their own ideas on what they
want to pursue. The officer positions can
provide some guidance, though outside of
the Treasurer position typically falling
to someone with a financial background,
they do not always help.
All of this makes the condominium Board
President’s job very challenging. Somehow the President must exercise immense
patience in an effort to “see life” from each
director’s point of view and lead the community. This can be done. If it is done, you

The fact is that
it is not typically
the management
company that
divides the board,
the board does this
all on its own.

can often get unanimous decisions made at
board meetings and avoid meetings taking all night. That can take a great deal
of time and patience. The President may
even have to communicate with individual
board members outside of board meetings
to discuss pending issues, explain different points of view and bridge gaps to
allow decisions to be made at meetings.
This not only takes time but can favour
retired individuals to seek to be President,
potentially raising suspicion on the part
of younger members of the community
without as much available time to contribute. In my experience, when a board
is comprised of a mix of retired and working individuals, friction can arise when
retirees are viewed as “micromanaging”
or meddling too much in the operation of
the condominium in between board meetings. When everyone is on the same page,
the time that retirees have to spend can
be leveraged to complement the contributions of working professionals rather than
be seen to undermine it.
One example stands out vividly in my
mind. Four of us board members got together for a drink, discussed a specific
topic facing the board. All four of us were
60
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in agreement on action the board should
take. One of the four said since four of us
agreed we should go ahead and instruct
the manager to proceed. The board comprised of seven members. I insisted that
the formal decision had to wait until all
seven of us met. One of the four got rather
angry and said we were being weak, dragging our feet by not acting. I started the
next board meeting at which all seven
were present by telling the missing three
that four of us had met, what we discussed
and what we thought we should do. I explained that even though four of us agreed
we could not proceed without discussing
the matter with the missing three. Discussion took some time but at the end we had
a unanimous decision and a great deal of
mutual respect among all understanding
that no board member will be singled out
or left alone.
So what is the answer? In every community there is politics. This is unavoidable.
But on a condominium board, it is possible
to rise above politics. It is hard to do but
possible if the board can look at itself as a
team and if it has leaders capable of letting
the community benefit from the different
views that are brought into the boardroom. By example, you can show that it is
possible to have an open mind, listen to opposing views and make a genuine effort to
find common ground. In my time serving
on my condo’s board, I always preferred
to see my “opponents” across the table
where I could listen to and discuss opposing opinions. A friendly discussion where
different paths can be explored can help
ensure that the best decisions are made. It
is not about who wins or loses, it is about
working together to make the best decisions. A diligent board can work together
in harmony. This requires discipline. If
you make decisions without involving all
members of the board, you risk dividing
the board. A divided board forces property management to take sides, getting
involved in the politics itself. When this
happens, management can get accused of
“dividing and conquering” the board. The
fact is that it is not typically the management company that divides the board, the
board does this all on its own. The key is
for the board to work at working together,
understanding that differences of opinion
can be a good thing but that decisions
must be made to move forward. C V
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DRYERFIGHTERS
DRYERFIGHTERS

Dear Condo Unit Owner: Today your clothes dryer
was inspected, disassembled and cleaned of internal lint
in accordance with the Ontario Fire Marshal and
Appliance Manufacturer’s recommended maintenance
for Clothes Dryer Fire Prevention. This service is
to be performed by a qualified contractor
every 2 to 3 years.
**************
Dear Condo Manager: ONLY DRYERFIGHTERS provides
this very important maintenance service.
All you have to do is check the work of your service
Provider. If you ask us, we’ll check it with you.

Dear Condo Unit Owner: Today your clothes d
was inspected, disassembled and cleaned of in
in accordance with the Ontario Fire Marshal an
Appliance Manufacturer’s recommended maint
for Clothes Dryer Fire Prevention. This service
to be performed by a qualified contractor
every 2 to 3 years.
CHOOSE DRYERFIGHTERS **************
FOR CLOTHES DRYER FIRE
PREVENTION, AND WE’LL CLEAN THE DRYER DUCT FOR
Dear Condo Manager: ONLY DRYERFIGHTERS
FREE!!
this very important
maintenance service.
Call (905)
All you have
to do455-2203
is check the work of your se
Web: www.dryerfightersinc.com
Email: info@dryerfightersinc.com
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   you ask us, we’ll check it with you
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Condo
Etiquette
Current events are always a “go to” subject. Events on the floor, in the building,
in the complex or community. If there is
a topic that has arisen in the past, follow
up is appropriate. Even if it is a matter
of disagreement, face-to-face discussion –
and listening – helps to diffuse the matter,
or at least put it in perspective. – Judy E.

Condo Etiquette is a regular condovoice feature whereby condo residents, owners
This is not usually awkward because there
and directors can share their thoughts on a variety of common (or not so common!) is a strong sense of community in our
condo etiquette situations. For this issue, we asked readers:
building. I know many of the people and

When you find yourself stuck in an elevator with members of your community, what do you talk about? Tell us
about your “go to” subject matter when facing socially
uncomfortable situations in your condo.
It depends on the individual and time of
day. Weather obviously, but sometimes
local goings on. I always say hello or have
a nice evening. – Rainer V.
Anything other than the condo! In a pet
friendly building, I always comment on
the dog. Or I compliment nail polish colour or handbag (I’m a woman). – Juliet A.

If people recognize me as a director and
start telling about their issues, I will listen
and note in my head the aspects of discussion. I will not provide any information
that is confidential to the Board or make
any promises to solve issues. I will ask
people to contact the property management office and report or share ideas. –
Claudia H

I know much of what is going on. I introduce myself. If this person is not someone
I know, I usually start with asking if they
receive the community newsletter. I may
ask if they know of Condo Care, our volunteer handyman program. I try to find
out what interests them and proceed from
there. – Anonymous
If I get stuck in a situation like that, I try to
keep the conversation light. Some people
get very nervous being stuck in an elevator… So if you keep the conversation light,
it allows everyone to be a bit distracted
from their current circumstances. Talking about the weather is always a good
starter. – Anonymous

While we appreciate your contribution, we regrettably cannot offer any guarantees that your submission will be published in view of volume limitations.
The publication of submissions is at the sole discretion of CCI Toronto’s Communications Committee and your submission of the content provided above is
considered to be your full and final release of any ownership rights thereof. Please contact info@ccitoronto.org with any questions or concerns.
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Priority Submetering Solutions Gives Property Managers And Residents
The Tools To Cut Utility Consumption and Save Money.
Call Us Today For Your Quote

Our Offer To You:
The best value in the industry for full service,
multi-unit, electrical Suite Metering.
Top quality solutions, custom designed
specifically for your building’s needs.
In-house customer care that provides
convenient and personalized service.

P. 1.866.836.3837
E. info@prioritymeter.com
www.prioritymeter.com

Submetering. Good For You.

PACIFIC LIGHT & ENERGY

The number one company
in Canada and in the US for
energy management solutions.

Reduce energy consumption
with the latest in

LED technologies
& high-efficiency

HVAC systems
Upgrade to energy-efficient and
environmentally-friendly lighting.
Save up to 50% of total project costs
Upgrade to high-efficiency HVAC systems.
Save up to 30% of the project costs

1
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V
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Call 905-604-5483 for
your Pacific Light & Energy
Conservation Consultant
to conduct a free Lighting
or HVAC Assessment.
Pacific Light & Energy
70 Don park unit 3 Markham On
www.pacific-le.com
2015-07-13 10:15 AM

Condo Directors
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By Lynda Leaf,
President YRCC #618

Butt
Out!
Taking Your
Condominium
Totally
Non Smoking
Our condominium is a 142 Unit 10 story
building in Markham with approximately 200 residents. We have had a policy of
NO SMOKING in our common element
areas for years. The City of Markham
also has a by-Law that no smoking is allowed within 9 meters of a building.

Many items frustrate condominium residents. I would venture to say that near
the top of the list would be residents’
smoking in their units. The fumes and
odour seep into non-smokers units via
fan coil heating/AC units and electrical

and plumbing outlets, as well as into the
halls, leaving residents unable to enjoy
the surroundings of their home.
Since January 2015, our Board has received several written and verbal complaints of second hand smoke from our
residents. These letters expressed concern about their personal health (asthma,
allergies, heart conditions and COPD to
name a few). Boards must act on these
complaints so we talked to the smokers
in our community; explained Section 58
of the Condominium Act, 1998 and respectfully requested that they plug the
holes where mechanical and plumbing

elements entered their suites, use their
exhaust fans when smoking and purchase
air purifiers. We put all of this in writing and followed up in person. Although
they were cooperative this did not solve
the issue.
We then took our investigation further
by having the air quality measured in the
halls, the elevators, the smokers’ suites and
the complainants’ suites. All of this, as you
can appreciate, cost a great deal of time as
well as money from our operating budget.
Our Board, having studied the issue
thoroughly and after seeking legal adCONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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ILLUSTRATION BY CLAYTON HANMER

Over the past years, the Ontario Government has gradually made many interior
and exterior public spaces non-smoking,
including hospitals, work spaces, bars,
restaurants and patios, as well as cars
occupied by children and exterior spaces
- usually 9 meters from buildings. Municipalities also have no smoking by-laws.

vice, then discussed and voted to pass a
rule for our whole building to go totally
smoke free, including individual suites.
Our next step was to bring the topic up
at our quarterly “Fireside Chat”, tell our
residents what the Board was considering
and allow residents to air their concerns
and ask questions. An article was then
included in our newsletter, “Suite News”.
During this whole process we discovered that we only had 5 smokers. Those
residents who currently smoked would
be “grandparented” and could continue
to smoke until they moved out. New residents moving into our building know,
from the Status Certificate, that our
building is a totally no smoking building.
On May 11th, 2015 the new No Smoking Rule was delivered to all residents
as follows:
Therefore be it enacted as rule 31 of the corporation as follows:
No Smoking
31.1 In addition to the municipal smoking ban in any interior common area of
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a condominium corporation, there shall
be no smoking in any unit or on, within
or upon any exterior common elements of
the Corporation, including exclusive use
balconies and/or patios.
31.2 – Notwithstanding 31.1 above, those
individuals who smoke in their units at
the time of the passing of these Rules may
register in the Unit Smoking Register in
the Management Office within 30 days
of this rule becoming effective, and only
those individuals who have so registered
may continue to smoke in their units.
31.3 – Notwithstanding 31.2 above, in
the event that complaints are received by
the Corporation that smoke odours are
entering other units as a result of smoking in a unit, and the complaint is not
resolved by the Owner following the receipt of written notice of the complaints
from the Board or Property Manager, the
Board and/or Property Manager may, by
written notice to the Owner, prohibit that
Owner from smoking in his/her unit.
A copy of Section 58 and Section 46 of the
Condominium Act 1998 was included.

As no meeting was requisitioned under Section 46 of the Act, THE RULE
PASSED on June 12th, 2015.
Positive outcomes from this action are
that residents with health issues are happy, our indoor environment is healthier,
we have reduced the risk of fire and we
have earned a marketing advantage as
many buyers prefer a smoke-free environment and do not want to move into
a condominium that smells of cigarette
smoke. This rule also reduces staff and
Board time dealing with complaints, plus
it helps to protect and improve our residents’ investment.
Our next step, in this process, after waiting a year to see if we have any legal
challenges, is to pass a by-law. After going through the required legal and communicative process, a meeting will be
held at which residents must vote. To be
successful a by-law requires 50% +1 yes
votes. If we are successful, we may then
decide to change our Declaration. This
will require 80% of residents to agree in
writing, hard to accomplish but not impossible. Time will tell. C V

Utility Costs
By Murray Johnson, RCM
Brookfield Condominium Services Ltd.

Update on
Upcoming
Electricity Bill
Changes
Debt Retirement Credit and
Ontario Clean Energy Benefit
CCI-T Contributes to Saving Ontarians $24 million from 2016 to 2018!
CCI-Toronto takes every opportunity to
partner with advocates for condominium
owners when the outcomes are beneficial
and improve the quality of life for our members and condominium residents at large.
Recently, CCI-T supported Brookfield in
advocating for a fair approach to condominiums in the proposed new regulations that
would affect the way the Ontario Hydro
Debt Recovery costs are to be removed
from residential accounts (subject to caps).
The eye-opening chart on the next page
shows electricity has doubled in 8 years,
so any positive impact on costs is helpful!
This is an update to two regulatory changes coming into effect January 1, 2016 that
will have a significant impact on your condominium’s electricity bill. Firstly, the
Ontario Clean Energy Benefit (OCEB) is
ending at the end of 2015. This change has

been known since 2011 and should have
been reflected in your budget. Secondly,
regulatory changes to the Debt Retirement Charge (DRC) are also coming into
effect at year-end. This is a relatively new
change and I will try to illustrate how the
regulations will impact condominiums.
With the dual support of Brookfield and
the Canadian Condominium Institute’s
Toronto and Area Chapter, a team has
worked directly with the Ministries of
Energy and Finance since the 2014 Ontario Budget announced the government’s
intent to remove the Debt Retirement
Charge (DRC) from all residential users’
electricity bills. While the recently adopted regulations do not reflect everything
the group argued for, they were able to
achieve changes to the draft regulations
that will result in annual savings of more
than $24 million for the entire condominium and residential sector!

What is changing with the Ontario
Clean Energy Benefit (OCEB)?
The OCEB that provided condominiums
with an up to 10% rebate was instituted
on January 1st, 2011. This benefit will
be ending as scheduled December 31st,
2015. That said, we expect that many
of our members will likely still be taken
aback by this change as it causes an instantaneous 10% increase to their electricity
budget expense line (for those that were
receiving the OCEB ).
What is changing with the Debt
Retirement Charge (DRC)?
To reduce the impact of the OCEB`s
conclusion, the 2014 Ontario Budget announced the government’s intent to remove the Debt Retirement Charge (DRC)
from all residential users’ electricity bills
after December 31, 2015. The removal
of the DRC will, for most condominiums,
reduce their budget lines by ~ 5%.
CONDOVOICE WINTER 2015
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How do the Regulations Impact
Condominiums?
Similar to the OCEB, the impact of the
DRC regulations is dependent upon on
how electricity is metered at your site:
A. Bulk-Metered Condominiums:
These sites receive one bill from their local utility to account for consumption in
the suites and common areas. These sites
will pay the DRC only on consumption
above 1,500 kWh per suite per month.
Approximately 95% of the bulk metered
condominiums will avoid paying DRC
entirely – the exceptions are some electrically heated sites.
B. Condominiums Individually Metered by a Sub-Metering Provider:
These sites have individual bills sent by a
sub-metering provider (e.g. Carma, EnerCare, Intellimeter, Provident, Wyse) to
each suite and one bill sent for the common areas. These sites will be treated the
same as a Bulk-Metered site and will thus
only pay the DRC on consumption above
1,500 kWh per suite per month. Similar to
above, 95% of these sites will avoid paying
DRC entirely.

to the final utility meter – they fear any
complex calculation will result in some
buildings receiving double benefits. Said
another way, they see the suite bill being sent by Toronto Hydro as completely
independent from the common areas bill
sent by Toronto Hydro. As such, the
1,500 kWh per suite per month cap cannot be applied to the common areas.
We did not agree with this direction and argued against it on the basis of equity. We
successfully argued that all condominiums
be exempt from the DRC on the grounds that
single family homes have no consumption
cap and the common areas consumption in
a condominium is clearly for residential use.
Are there other changes to the electricity bill that condominiums should
know about?
Yes and we can summarize the changes
to a “bulk” metered building:

Frequently Asked Questions:
Why do the regulations treat Suite
Metered Sites Differently?
The Ministry`s policy is to allow benefits related to residential use to flow only
68
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CCI`s Toronto and Area Chapter will
continue to work with partners such as
Brookfield as further changes are identified in the billing structure for Ontario
hydro accounts. Toronto Hydro, Brookfield, CCI-T and other stake holders
regularly exchange views with the hope
of finding common ground on which to
lobby challenges to proposed regulations
and legislation. CCI-T will continue to
take an active role in advocating for
condominium residents wherever a need
exists and will continue to seek out partners to strengthen our position on your
behalf. C V

What You Should Know About the Changes for Condos

C. Condominiums Individually
Metered by the Local Utility (Suite
Metered):
These sites have individual bills sent by
the local utility (e.g. Toronto Hydro, Enersource, Powerstream) to each suite and
one bill sent for the common areas. Most
of the suites will avoid paying the DRC
entirely – they will only pay the DRC on
consumption over 1,500 kWh per suite per
month. However, the common areas at
these sites will be treated as a commercial
entity and will be required to pay the DRC
as they always have.

Changes expected in 2016

Bill Impact

OCEB eliminated
DRC eliminated
Nov. 1, 2015 electricity increase
Likely May 1 electricity increase
Likely May 1 distribution increase
Net Impact

10 % increase (Jan 1, 2016)
5 % decrease (Jan 1, 2016)
5% increase (includes HST impact)
4% increase (average 9% per year)
4% increase (on average over time)
18% increase

Increases in Electricity Have Almost Doubled in Eight Years
12.0
11.0
10.0
9.0
cents/kwh

If there is any bit of good news for these
sites, it lies in the fact that these sites were
receiving essentially $0 of the OCEB. So,
although they will not see a reduction in
the DRC, they will also not see a large
increase in costs due to the loss of the
OCEB.

Although increases in electricity costs in
Ontario have been covered extensively
in the media, it is still shocking (even to
us) to see the increases for the electricity
have almost doubled in 8 years (this does
not include distribution charges or the
impact on the bill from HST).

8.0
7.0

May 2008
5.4 cents/kwh
Weighted Average RPP Tier Rate

6.0
5.0
May Nov May Nov May Nov May Nov May Nov May Nov May Nov May Nov
08 08 09 09 10 10 11 11 12 12 13 13 14 14 15 15

Alphabet Soup
In an effort to help condo directors navigate their way through
finding qualified industry professionals to work with, CCI-T presents Alphabet Soup. This issue will focus on the BSSO designation.
As a member of a condominium board, you
strive to keep your building in optimal condition through regular maintenance and
improvements. However, when it comes to
reserve fund studies and major retrofits,
you need to look beyond the regular trusted
trades and hire a professional designer to
help you with your building envelope decisions. Selecting your design professional can
be a daunting task. When it comes to ensuring the job is done right, you should consider
utilizing a design professional with a Building Science Specialist of Ontario (BSSO)
designation.
The prestigious BSSO designation was
created just over a decade ago by the Ontario Building Envelope Council (OBEC).
Dedicated to promoting the highest level
of Building Science education in the industry, the council identified a clear need
for additional education in order to keep
its members abreast of the latest technological advancements within an everevolving and growing industry. Since its
inception, the designation has become the
benchmark qualification of Building Science practitioners.
Not every building designer, construction

specifier, developer or contractor can be a
BSSO member. The primary path that leads
to eligibility includes education and practical
experience components. Individuals must
be a member in good standing of OBEC and
possess a high level of education and understanding in the field of Building Science as
deemed by the BSSO Advisory Committee
composed of key industry figures. The basic education component consists of an engineering or architectural undergraduate degree or diploma together with a minimum of
2000 hours of practical experience directly
related to the practice of building science. In
addition to the above, a prospective BSSO
designee must also have successfully completed the “Building Science Certificate Program” offered by the School of Continuing
Studies at the University of Toronto. The
program consists of six courses including
Building Science I and II, Building Envelope Materials, Wall and Window Systems,
HVAC Systems for Building Engineers, and
Roof Systems. In other words, the program
covers the broad range of physical building concerns that impact the operation and
maintenance of a condominium.
OBEC has set a very high standard that
recipients must achieve in order to qualify

for this esteemed accreditation. Furthermore, you can take comfort in the fact that
BSSO accreditation holders agree to adhere
to a strict Code of Ethics and Standards of
Conduct. Among other things, they must
regard their duty to public welfare as paramount and be devoted to high ideals of personal honour and integrity. A thorough
knowledge of developments in the areas of
building science relevant to any services
they undertake and competence in the performance of any services they provide are
also crucial elements of the designation.
Finally, it’s important to know that, once obtained, the BSSO designation is not a calling
card for life. OBEC members must maintain
their accreditation by earning 10 continuing
education credits every year. This affords you,
as a condo board member, a high level of assurance in the quality of service you are seeking.
Fairness, loyalty, devotion and knowledge
are the essence of BSSO designees. They
have worked hard to earn your trust – something you can rely on with confidence.
For more information on the Building Science Specialist of Ontario designation, visit
https://obec.on.ca/. C V
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The Last Word
By Carol Dirks, Christine Dunn, Richard Elia,
Bill Thompson, and Ian Waldron

Professional
Condominium
Directors:
No or Yes?

ILLUSTRATION BY JASON SCHNIDER

After years of discussion,
is it time for greater
experience at the
government/director level?

Whether your initial reaction to professional directors is an adamant NO
or YES, it does not take long to identify some aspect of condominium life
that would benefit from investing in
greater knowledge and greater experience at the government/director level.
Consider the brand new condominium
with a budget deficiency, construction deficiencies and new community
challenges; consider the persistently
troubled (financially and politically)
condominium; or consider the condo72
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minium where the owners have bought
into the idea of carefree/turnkey living and just don’t want to volunteer for
government.
Accepting condominium corporations
as the fourth level of government, consider also that there is no other level of
government in Canada without an entrenched and knowledgeable bureaucracy to guide elected members and no
other level of government where those
elected are, with very limited excep-

tion, unpaid volunteers. Condominium
directors stand as fiduciaries to the
unit owners. The courts seem intent
(rightfully, we think) on increasing the
accountability of directors. Yet discussions about professional directors are
not yet mainstream and Bill 106 is silent
in facilitating this option.
The idea of professional directors has
been bandied about for years – surely it
is now an idea that merits serious consideration. C V

1151 Denison Street, Unit 15
L3RUnit
3Y415
1151 Denison Street,
L3R 3Y4
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